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ABSTRACT
The National Center for Bilingual Research' is conducting a
longitudinal study of the language development of eight school-age
-Korean-English bilingual children. The purpose of the itudy.is
investigate the nature of bilingual competence and 'its development in
naturalistic contexts, at schoOl and at home.

This report describes the goals and methods of the study and
a profile of the language abilities of the participatidg children
beginning of the study: The report will serve as an introduction
study for readers outside the NCBR, and as a reference source for
researchers.
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BASELINE REPORT FOR'T E KOREAN - ENGLISH LONGITUDINAL STUDY

1.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Overview

The NCBR's Longitudinal Studies of Language Development in
Bilingual Contcxts examine the dynamic process of language as-quisition

over time in bilingua) Children, children whose language experience

differentiates them from children who khoW only the monolingpa English
experience presumed uy most schoolingAin the United States.

Language

functions uniquely in.education as both the medium through which most

skills are taught and learned, and as aset of skills which are,
themselves'continuously refined throughout the educational experlence.
This dual role for language in education makes an understanding of
language dave1opment particularly relevant to providirtg quality

education for bilingual children.

Language does not just happen; it

develops through use I:I communication; across extended periods of time.
Similarly, languages develop in children across a variety of time.
patterns, a development most easily studied by longitudinal
observation.

Language in its daily communication contexts is extremely

important to the developing child, and forms theAore data for this
study.

We view the bilingual child as being exposed to a diverse set.

of. linguistic and cultural experiencet in the course of his or her

upbringing, and we include those experiences as essential to our
research.

With early exposure to two languages and cultures, ways of

speaking and behaving,. It is reasonable to c.ume that the different
soqiocultur,a1 dynamics of the school and home will provide distinct

language learning contexts in which other cognitive abilities are
developed.

We are not so interested in describing any one child at a'

single point in time as we are in following each ghild's progress
through the early years of sch-ooling and observing the learning events,

both formal and informal, through which the child develops:

By

studying these development processes which are the bases of learning,

we seek to better understand the acquisition and development of

cognitive; linguistic, and sociolinguistic abilitiet in bilingual
conteXtt.

The longitudinal studies are ditcussed in this report for children
hose home language IslCorean, and in a companion 'report for children
Placement of these studies was

whose home language is Spanish.

initiated in December of ',980; data collection is scheduled to continue

through November of 1983, with the following year devoted to the
conclusion of the reporting and analysis of the data.

2.

Longitudinal Design

The Longitudinal Studies are designed-specifically to explore the
processes of Ian age development. Inferencet related to process must

.

derive either from repeated observations of the same children over
time, i.e., longitudinal investigation, or they must derlve from

observations of different children who are at successive stages of
,.
develoOment, i.e., cross - sectional

investigaiion.

CrosasectiOnal

studiet of first lapguage development have been highly informative,
largely because of the clos relationship found in most studies hetween

NoweVer, fotudying
chronological age and langUage development.
second language development, a cross-sectional design becomes complex
as the relationship between age and language development is confounded
by a variety of environmental factors, including length and intensity
of exposure to the second language.
In this study, we consider Individual children across time, so
that change Within children can be seen directly and need not be
inferred from differences in language development across children whose

contact with a second language also differs in length or intensity, for
whatever reason. (The longitudinal design also allows us to investigate
relationships between language development, cognitive develOpMent, and
patterns of social interaction. We have included in this study
children who are initiating the process of second language development
at different ages and different stages of cognitive and social
development.

The children In the study haVe exposure to the second
Oks

language through differ,ing communicative and social relationships; of

particular interest to us will be communication with parents, siblings,
peers, and teachers, as we expect it will be these daily interaciihIs
in the Children's lives that will most influence their learning.

Both the Korean-English and the Spanish-English studies have been
designed longitudinally, witfi monthly obseryations in two contexts,

home and school,'continuing over a three year period.

Sessions include

tape recordings of the focal chWdren and fieldworker notes of the
$cene.

The children wear a small tape recorder on a webbed belt around

the waist, with lavaliere microphones attached to their clothing.

On

each home visit, the fieldworker takes a board game or other toy to
reward the children directly for Aheir participation.

The games also

serve to provide a stimulus for naturalistic sibling interaction.

Both

the children and the parents are receptive to fieldworker visits, the
children for the extra adult attention, and the parents because the
-L,

study is school-sanctioned and the visiting researcher is seen as
involving the children in/sthool-like activities.

Selected for the study were children who were at ages four, six,
or eight years at the beginning of the study.

Some of the children had

had contact with English prior to entering school; some had not.

The

parents" of some of the children speak English to one .degree or another;

the parents of others do not.

Our increase

ability to relate language development to language

instruction as a result of these longitudinal studies will be one
practical outcome of this study.

In addition to the substantive

increment in scientific knowledge with regard to language acquisition,

we hope to contribute to the available technology in the measurement of
language development.

These studies, the data bases they accumulate,

and the analyses they support will greatly enhance our knowledge of the
development of language and communication abilities in young children,
in particular the special characteristics of language development in
bilingual contexts.

3.

Goats-of-the_Study
The first goer' of the study is to .06Cupent and analyze the

development of English in our participants as' obs'erved in natural
Since the children in our study re from
oommunicalive COnteictS.

recent Immigrant families, the language of the some is almost
At school, however, the children-are taught
exclusively or almostpgclusively in Engl rth, depending upon whether or

exclusively Korean.

not the teacher is a monolingual English-speaker.

Further, there are

many Korean-English bilingual peers as well, as bilingual or monolingual
English-speaking teacher's aides: We will closely follow the progress
in English ability of our subjects in these very natural bilingual
Special attention will be directed to the similarities and
contexts.
differences between first and second language learning.
-

.

The second goal

is to study the pattern of language shift

Individual subjects from Korean to English.

in

WI expect to be able to

observe a 'gradual shift from Korean Co English dur-ing the course of the
study, at least in some restricted speech'environments such at in the

classroom or between bilingual peers whocan communicate.in English.
We will examine the relationship between the rate of shift.and language
use attitude, and att4mpt to characterize the linguistic
characteristics of the shift. We will also examine any change in
abilities in the subjects' first language.
The third goal is to examine the effects of age.and sibling order
on the development ofEnglish. The children participating in the study
were selected so that a pair of siblings from one faTily includes a

preschool child and.a first grader, and another pair from a second
family Includes a first grader and a third grader at the beginning of
the study,

Two additional pairs.of siblings with the aame age

intervals were selected from the second site.

The fourth goal is to study the relatioh between the subjects'
Anttrpersohal oral language.ibili* as observed in the natural contexts
and their comprehension, particularly of coMmunicatiOn related to

5

school tasks;

The object here la to study the basis of the general

Impression that some children with highly limited ability to express

themselves In English manage to follow a great part of the classroom
instruction.conduCted in English.

The final goal of the study is to provide information for
improving language instruction at school and for helping young
bilinguals maintain or develop their bilingual abilities at hoine and/or
.

school.

Although we do not intend to investigate effects of particular

teaching materials or methods in any direct manner, the results.of the
study addressing the above goals will be extremely useful for
improvement in various areas of bilingual education, such as

development of instructional materials, planning of classroom
activities, and assessment of language ability.

II;

tUBJECTS AND THEIR LANGUAGE LEARNING ENVIRONM6TS
We have selected two research sites; one in the Korea Town area of

Los Angeles, a well establiShed and still growing ehnic community' and
the other in a suburb in southern Los Angeles County, where groups of

Korean residents live in apartments scattered around the predominantly
middle income residential area.

In placing our study, we might well

have selected suburban families from areas where the families are well
isolated from othei- Korean families in order to maximize the

distinction between the urban ethnic community and the suburban
community as-language learning environments.

It was extremely

/

difficult to find such*families, however, because of other constraint'
imposed on the design.

For example, most suburban Korean families that

are isolated from other Koreans have been living in this country long
enough so that the children are already fluent in English.
Furthermore, there are very few new immigrant faMilies in such suburban
areas who also happen to have the sibling pairs with the age intervals
necessary for our design.

We feel that the differences between the two

site communities as described In this report allow us a reasonably
broad perspective iln which we can gain insights into any differential

effects possibly caused by the two different types of social
environments.

From each site community we selected two recent immigrant

families, each having a pair of siblings in accordance with the
criteria for subject selection.

The socioeconomic background is

comparable across the four families in spite of the general
socioeconomic and demographic differences between the two sites.

Since

all four families'came to the United States recently (approximately
June, 1980), the English language/proficiency of the subject children

and the language use pattern in the family are also comparable across
families.

The length of three years for data collection is, eherefore,,

expected to provide a reasonable time depth to cover a wide range of
language development within the 'subject children.

7

Table 1 below presents personal information about the children
participating in the study.

The names of the subjects are all

pseudonyms.,

Participating Subjects

Table

Family

Si_te

Subject

Birth Date

Arrival
in U.S.

Class

June
June
Nov.
Nov.
June
June
June
June

Bilingual
Bilingual.
Bilingual
Not in school
Bilingual
Bilingual
Bilingual
Not in school

_

L.A.
L;A;
L;A;
L;A;

M

2

Jung Am (JA)
Ah Nyu (AN)
Chang Gyu_(CG)

2

Young Ja_(Y.1)

1

Sun kun_(SE)

r

1
1

Suburb
Suburb
Suburb
Suburb

F

SM)

M

1

Sun MT,

2
2

Key Hi (KH)
Jin Ho (JH)

F

F
F

M

9-11-71
3-16-74
3-14-74
3-10=76
8-28,71
12-12-73
2-9-74
9-7-76

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

a

1.

1.1

Los Angeles Korea Town Site
Community

The school and families are located within the boundary of the
area of Los Angeles known as Korea Towri.

According to a survey

conducted in 1977 (Lee and Wagatsuma, 1978); the school

is located in

one of the areas in Los Angeles with the heaviest concentration of
Korean residents.

There are many multiunit apartment buildings-and old

deteriorating single-family residential houses around the school, and
busy streets with many commercial buildings.

Many small Korean retail

shops and professional service offices are located here as well.
1980 there were 13 Korean churches in this area

In

There are no public

parks or playground facilities within a half-mile radius.

The Korean

residents in the Korea Town area are mostly recent immigrants with less
thin two or three years' residence in the United States.

(See Kim,

Lee, & Kim,_1981 for further demographic characteristics of Korea
Town).

J
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1.2

SchooL and School Programs
The school had a total enrollment of slightly over 1,000 students

in June, 1981.

Of this total', about 45% are Korean, 30%

Mexican-Amprican, 1% other Asian, and the rest are Anglo or Black
Stu-dents, with the /majority Black.

There were 8:Korean/English

bilingual teachers, including two bilingual coordinators; 10
Korean/English bilingual teacher's aides; 7 Spanish/English bilingual
teachers; and 6 Spanish/English bilingual teacher's aides.

This school

began to function as a year-round school in July, 1981.

The students whose home language is other than English are tested
upon entry to the school, as required by law, to determine their
,English proficiency using the Basic Inventory of Natural Language
(B1NL).

Children who are classified as level 1 or lower according to

the test results are placed in the bilingual program, which can be
characterized as a transitional bilingual program.

Most of the

instruction in the bilingual classroom is conducted in English and the
teacher uses Korean only when necessary.

Normally, a Korean/English

bilingual teacher has a monolingual English-speaking teacher's aide (TA
hereafter), whose main responsibility is to help the
non-English-speaking (N7:) and limited-English-speaking (LES) students
when the other students are working with the teacher.

A monolingual

English-speaking teacher who has Korean students usually has a
Korean-speaking TA toihelp the Korean students.

A bilingual class,

usually has four or five monolingual English-speaking students.

1.3

Sub -j --ct

ChIidren_

When the negotiation with the schoOl was completed in March,
we identified two subject families with the help of

1981,

the bilingt11
\'

education coordinator and two Korean-English bilingual teache rs'.

After

telephone appointments, two NCBR bilingual researchers visited:Family 1
in mid-April to obtain written permission from the parents an7i also to
obtain information about the family members ;: their immigration history,

the focal children and their language use in the home, etc., Which is
preS'ented in the following section.

The second family that'had

9

expressed a willingness to participate in the study changed their mind
at the last mcgrent, saying that they planned to move out

Angeles Unified SchoolDistrict.

of the Los

This delayed the contact with the

Once the second-family was selected, the

second family until late May

same kind of information was gathered from Family 2 during the first
visit to the family, which was made in early June.

Family 1 (lst and 3rd grade children)
This famil

immigrated to the United States in June, 1980.

The

ether of the chi dren is presently employed as-a, painter for a

Korean-owned bui ding maintenance company.
am pN'lo

V

as
yed_A

Thi mother was fqrmerly

seamstress at a Konean-owned garment factory, but she was

forced to quit hie job for health reasons);

The family lives in an

There are 16 families ih the

apartment a few blocks from the schOol.

same apartment building; 10 are/Korean and the rest are either o
There are other Korean children in the

Mexican ethnicity or Black.

same bUilding and Alto in the neighboring apartments.

The parents have

igh educational aspirations for their two

children, a nine year old boy and a seven year old girl.

At home the

,,_

family Speaks Korean exclusively; and the parents have not noticed any
significant change In the childrer's use of )(Wean at home since they,
moved to this country.

After school, the chEldren spend much of the

afternoon playing with the Korean-speaking children in the same
4

apartment building or neighborhood apartments.
1

(1)

1971.

JA(-3-rd_grade_chi 1d).

JA was born in Korea In September;

He attended the third grade for three months before the family

moved to the UnitediStates.

The parents describe JA as a gentle,

obedient; and moderately verbal child.

JA's parents and teacher

recognized his artistic talent in hil first year at school.
tutored privitely,by a professional art

He was

instructor and he demonstrated

his artistic talent by winning awards in Various art competitions:

He

-._

alto demonstrated leadership ability by being elected a leader of the
clams ('banjang'), which is 'a very prestigeout position in Korean,

10
_

schools, normally ad-corad td students who are academically excellent

and popular among their classmates.

JA's parents think that hit !Wean language proficiency may be
above average for his age, j6dging from his fligh scores

in

Language-re/lated subjects in K-e-a such as reading and composition-_i

During JA's first.three months in the United States from arriva l
until he began to go Ao school in.Septembef11980, his contact with
English- speaking people was extremely limited.

In the home, JA's most common speech -partner is his

KOrean-sP akin

/

His playmates were all

g*

Mothe r) who always uses Korean and does not understand nor speak
English.

however, if

She can read Engfith

it

is easy, withlhe aid of

a Korean-English dictionary.
.

When school started, A's parents requested that he be placed in
the third grade instead =f the fourth, because he had been in the third
grade
JA was 'placed in a thir
grade for only three months in Korea.
Korean bilingual clasi, where he received special attention, along with
other NES/LES students, from a Korean/English bilingual teacher an4 a
monolingual English-speaking TA.
The class had a totil'enrolimqnt of 27 students, including four
A typ) cari class schedule was as
English-speaking non-Korean students.
follows:

8:30

to

8:35

Rolkcall, flag salute, etc.

8;35

to

9:30

Reading

9:30, to

9:50

Morning rea-e'ts

9:50

to 11:30

Laniliage ar ts

11:30

to 12:10

Lunch recess

12:10

to

1:30,

Math or other subjects-

1:30

to

2:10

Physical Education (P.E.), games

2:10

Dismitsal

etc.

11

For the reading and language arts clasSeS the students were
advanced
usually divided into two groups, slow (NES and LES groups) and
LES group, depending upon the complexity of the lesson.
groups were reiigned-ifferent textbooks and workbooks.

The. different

For example,

workbook
JA's group, the slow grodO, used a reader.ind accompanying
which are normalTy used in the first semester of the second grade.

.

_

-UsuallY,theNESPLESgroupsworkedmith the. TA while the teache'r
.worked with the advanced group.

The teOker, who was flAnt in 'Korean

with the advanced group; she Used
and English; hardly used Korean
4
consideably more Korean With the NES/LES .!!!,) For mathematiCa, the
instead, the teacher
class was divided leis frequently into groups.
tended to use more Korean often repeating in Korean what she had
presented in English.

of them
In general, the students were well disciplined and most
instructions to the class as
were very attentive when the teacher gave
'Here
Speech interactions between the teacher and students
a whole.
During seat work and group
relatively infrequent on such occasions.
activities, very lively interactions took place between the teacher or
themselves, on both
TA and the students, as well as among the students
study-related and Other topics.

AN had attended the first grade for
AN is not
three months before the family move to the United States.
compared to JA,
as verbal as her brother, JA. I1^r mother thinks that,
Korean friends in
AN is rather tloW in acquiring English.\ AN has a few
According to her mother, AN uses Korean
the same apartment building.
exclusively with her neighborhood friend as well as with family
(2)

ANJtst_grade child).

\k

Korean is as good as that of any
members. The mother thinkt that AN's
from
Korean girl of the same age. Sometimes AN brings story books

school and readsthem at, home:

Although she has learned how to sound

understand the meaning of
out siMple English words, she often- does hOt
brother for helpon such
what she reads:\ She asks her mother or

12

Usually AN gets appropriate help since her mother can read

occasions.

English consulting a dictionary.

In the Korea Town school§ AN'was assigned to a bilingual first
grade class with a Korean/English bilingual teacher and an
English-speaking non-Korean TA.

AN's class had an enrollment' of 32

students, including four monolingual English-speaking children.

A

typical day's schedule, whith began at 7:50 in the morning, consisted
of the following:
7:50

to

8:00

Roll call, flag salute, etc.

8:00

to

9:00

Reading

9:00

to

9i30

Language arts.

9:30

to

9:50

Recess

9:50

to' 10:50

Math

11:15

P.E.

10:50
P2P'

11:15

to

11:45

Music, dance, social activities, etc.

11:45

to

11:50

Cleaning up and dismissal

Normally, the students were divided into three groups for the

reading lesson--a NES group cf 5 students, a LES Maw of four
students, and an advanced group.

The three groups used different

learning materials and, accordingly, the learning activities were
different from group to group.
the NES or LES group.

The English-speaking TA usually helped

AN belonged to the LES group at the beginning of

our study.

The Korean/English bilingual teacher used English most of the
time when she taught the class as a whole.

On such occasions, students

were mostly listening, as in JA's class; except hen responding to
questions.

When the cl_ss was diVided into groups, there/was an aim

\

constant speech interaction among the students as well as'between the
teacher or TA and the students.

The teacher often used Korean when sh

worked with the NES and LES grairps.

et,
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in general, the first grade students seemed to use more Korean
in the classroom than the third graders.

Even students from the

advanced group depended heavily upon Korean except when they ;talked to

Questions to the

Ehglish-speaking non-Korean peers or to the TA.
teacher often contained language mixing

typically with English words

inserted in a Korean sentence.

1.3.2

Family 2 (pre-K and 1st grade children)
The second family in Los Angeles Korea Town has three children, °

a seven year old boy, s five year old girl, and a four year old boy.
The two older children participate in our study.

The father iof the children, who was a minister of a Christian

church in Korea, came to the United States nearly one and a half years
ago to serve as a pastor of a Korean ethnic church in Lc
Town,

Angeles Korea

Other family members followed him about half a year later in

November, 1980.

This family now lives in an apartment abodt one and a

half miles from the school.

Of the 16 families living in the same

building, 14 are Kor7n.
Both parents are college graduates and are very concerned about
their children's education.

Although theV' are living out of the

service area of the site school, they have chosen this school because

itoffersa Korean/English bilingual program.

The father transports

the seven-year-old child to and from the school every day.

The two

subject children and the youngest child are cared for by the mother
during the after-school hours.

According to the mother the Korean

language proficiency of her two older children is normal for their age
and the youngest child's may be slightly above averagL for his age.

(1)

CG (1st grade ,11d).

CG was born in March, 1974:

Since

there is no playground or yard near the apartment, he spends most Of
his time after school inside the apartment, playing with his younger
sister and brother.' The children keep their bike, tricycle, and other
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toys inside the large living room, and even ride them there.

They go

out only on occasion to the asphalt-paved parking lot of a'neighborhood
church to ride their bicycles.

Since the apartment only recently began

to accept families with children, there are only two other childrem in
the building, both of whom are friends of the younger children but are
too young for CG. Although the father speaks and understands some
English

the mother does not

The home language is Korean exclutiVtly.

When CG started school in November, 1980, he was classifi)d as
NES and placed in the same class as AN, the younger sibling of family
1.

The activities of the NES group during the reading class are mainly

devoted to reading readiness training.

This group spends much of the

school day with the English-speaking TA.

The teacher visited thit

group regularly to teach a new lesson or to check whether the TA's
instructions had been correctly received.

The teacher used much more

Korean when she worked with this group.

(2) Y-J-(pre-K child).

According to the mother0 YJ's Korean is

as good as CG's in pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar;
honorifics correctly.

YJ uses

Since her exposure to English had been even more

liMited than CG's, she remained virtually NES when we first'saw her
more than half a year after her arrival

2.

2i1

in the United States.

Los Angeles Suh.Irtian Site

Community
I

The second Korean study site is located in southern Los Angeles
County, on the north side of the countyline di4iding Los Angeles County
and Orange County.

In the past few years, the -number of Korean

residents in this area has increased rapidly due to the Suburbaniiing
trend of the Korean" population in the LOS Angeles area.

Untike the

Koreans in Korea Town, however, the Korean residents in this Area are
quite dispersed and the few areas with a relatively heavy concentration

of Korean residents are hardly large enough to be called a Korean
ethnic community.

The Korean residents in this area have to shop in

English-speaking stores, deal with English-speaking apartment managers

22:
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Like

and landlords, and work at a job where only English is spoken.

many other suburban communities, there are public park facilities
4
nearby, where the young Korean children can have frequent contacts with
Thit area may be charactePized as.a

their Englith;tpeaking Peett.

middle or lower-middle income residential area.

2.2

School and School Programs
The school-selected for the Korean study is the only school

in the

Southern Los Angeles County with a ftll-fledged bilingual program.

Of

the totalrenroliment of about 450 students, there were 115 Korean
stOdentt (25.5%) in June, 1981.

Due to a sudden increase in Korean

.students, 'the school. started b bilingual program in Septemberi'1980.

There are two-Korean/English bilingual teachers, one bilingual
coordinator, and two Kontan/English bilingual TA's;
The bilingua/ program. in this school is a transitional bilingual

program which is heavily English-oriented. All School subjects are
taught in English, and Korean is used only when necessary to help NES
or severely LES students.

On enrollment, the students whose home

language is other than English, are given the Language AssessmInt
Scales (LAS) to determine their proficiency,in English.

2.3

Subject Families and Children
After obtaining a verbal permit from both families in early March,

rch.
we began to taperecord the children in the classroom from la a
The following inforTation about the family and the subject childr n was

obtained airing the first home visit In midAprilt 1981.

2.3.1

famlly_l_Cist and 3rd grade children)
This family moved to the United States in June,

1980.

The

family meMbers include the parents.and two girls, both of whom are
participating in our study. Both parents are college graduates. The
ft
father is currently employed as a machinist at an AMeriCan airs
company, and the mother stays home to take care of the children. This

family lives in a 264-unit apartment complex about a Mild from the

1

..
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Of the 264 apartments, 128'are occupied by Korean tenants.

school.

the middle of the complex, there is a small playground.

This

playground is always crowded with.many Korean- and Englishspeaking
Children during the after-school hours:: It is not uncommon to hear
children, apparently from Korean fomiliet, tpeak fluent;Englith at
IF

play.

The father of our subject children in this family speaks limited
English and the mother's English

even more limited;

4)'

At home, the

The mother reports that recently her

parents speak Korean exclusively..

children, particularly the older one, have began' to occasionally use
English.

4
(1)

SE was born in August, 1971.

SE ("frd grade child).

Like

the third grade subject in the Los Angeles site, she had attended the
third grade for three months in Korea before her family moved here;

In

September, 1980, she was placed in a second and third grade combination
bilingual class.

As of June, 1981, she was doing 2nd grade work in

English reading and language arts, and normal 3rd grade workin math
and spelling.

The teacher reported that SE has been making excellent

progress in English as well as in all other subjects.

In the second and third grade combination class, there were 29
NES or LES Korean students, 15 girls and 14 boy'.

The typical daily

schedule was as follows:
8:30

to

8:35

Roll call, flag salute, etc.

8:35

to

9:20

Reading

9:29

to

9:30

Recess
10 -late birds arrive.

9:30

'Language arts

9:30

to

10:30

10:30

to

10:40

Recess

10:40

to

11:30

Math

11:30

to

12:20

Lunch recess

1,4

12:20

to

1:00

Math

1:00

to

1:35

P.E.

Early birds leave.

1:35

1:35

to

2:30

Reading.

In reading and language arti classes in fhe morning, normally
.two TA'si one Worein/English bilingual and another monolingual

English-speaking, worked with .he beginning readers, while the teacher
worked with the intermediate readers and the "late birds," who were
independent readers.

SE was among the late birds.

The teacher used

English most or the time during the classroom instruction.

(2)

SM (1st grade child).- SM was born in December, 1373.

SM

had been in the first grade for three months in Korea before the family
moved to tht United Stattt.

Like her older sister, SM was classified

as *NES at the beginning of the first grade,

and placed in the

kindergarten and first grade combination class.

The school records

show that SM, although still classified as LES, was doing
grade-Appropriate work in English reading, spelling-, and language arts,

and was doing better than average in math.

Her primary speecp partners

at home are her sister and mother, and Korean is spoken almost
lusively.

The kindergarten and first grade combination class had 14
kindergarteners, including four monolingual English-specking and ten
Korean LES students, and 17 first graders, including four monolingual
English speaking, 12 Korean LES and 1 NES Korean student. .Two TA's,
one English monolingual And another Korean/English bilingual, helped
the teacher.

The kindergarteners arrived at 8 :30 and left at 11:30,

and the first graders came one hour later, at 9:30, and left at 2:3U
p.m.

The monolingual English TA usually worked with the
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kindergarteners.

The daily routine of the-class usually included the

folloWingf

Kindergarten activities

8:30

to

9:20

9:30

to

10:30

Meth.

10:30

to

10:40

Recess

10:40

to

11:30

Language arts

First graders arrive.

I(

Kindergarteners leave.

11:30

to

12:20

Lunch recess.

12:20

to

12:50

Sharing

12:50

to

1:40

Reading

1:40

to

1:50

Recess

1:50

to

2:10

Reading

2:10

to

2:30

P.E., games, etc.
Dismissal

2:30

The Korean - English bilingual teacher was fluent in both
In one 1 1/2 hour
languages but hardly used Korean in the class.

recording session, the 74 recorded turns taken by the teacher were all
in Engllsh.

2.3.2

family 2 (pre-K and lst-grade_thIldren1

This family came to the United States in June, 1980, a few days
The four
later than SE's family discussed in the preceding section.
family members consist of the parents, a girl in the first grade and a
boy who will be entering the kindergarten class in September, MI.
Thit family lives in the same apartment complex as SE'S family. The
father is in the middle of a purchase transaction for a small
drycleaning plant, and the mother is employed as a nurse's aide at a
local hospital.

(1)

1974.

KR ( 1st grade-chltd).

KH was born in Korea in February,

She is highly sociable and expressive; she appears to be quite
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aggressive in learning English; she often tries to speak English even
with classmates who are not likely to understand.

Unlike SM, KH uses

English when communicating with the teacher, although she often fails
to make herself understood.* KH was in the same kindergarten and firtt
grade combination class as SM.

The teacher says the th.:, two girls are

quite comparable as far as school progress Vs concerned.

(2)

JH (pre-K).

JH was born in September, 1976.

entering Kindergarten in September, 1981.

He will be

As of July, 1981, JH had

been attending a neighborhood nursery school for about two months.

Of

the eight children participating in our study, JH is the only one who
has not yet acquired the Korean honorific system.

Thus, although he is

quite fluent in Korean, his Korean can still be characterized as 'baby
talk.'

His Korean vocabulary seems to be quite limited, and he uses

very short and simple sentence strictures.
words, such as 'banana,'
'beach,'

He has learned some English

witch,"yeah,"nope,"maybe,"hi,'

Korean,' 'bus,' etc.

He pronounces most of these words with

a heavy Korean accent and produces few English utterances of phrasal or
sentence length.
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III.
1.

OUTLINE OF STUDY DESIGN AND LANGUAGE PROFILES OF SUBJECTS
Introduction

In this part we will review briefly the design of the study, and
then present the natural language samples of the subjects, which were
collected in the initial phase of data collection.

The data presented

here will help us to understand the level of English and Korean
language prog_ciency of the subjects at the beginning of the study, and
also to see whether there are any methodological cohsiderations that we
might need to incorporate into the study.

The analysis is rather

sketchy; but the data examined will provide some insight into how
analyses will be organized in the future.

In this report, we do not

include discourse analysis, largely because of the limitations of tie
data in this respect.

It should be noted, however, that the subjects, except for the two
preschool children, had been exposed to. English for a few months prior

to the recording session, and the limited amount of speech collected
during one session might not be sufficient to show the range of
linguistic structures that the subjects had already learned.

AlSo,.the

high degree of variation expected of such naturalistic data collected
in the situation free of any type of control of variables would make it
difficult to make any reliable judgment on the variable data collected
during one session.

In sections 2 and 3, below, we present the methodology of the
study and the structural characteristics of some selected lin6uistic
features of Korean and English.'

In section 4, we compare general

language characteristics across subjects, including the amount of
speech in the frequency of speech turns in each language and the length

of utterances as a rough measure of syntactic development, across
subjects.

In section 5, we analyze the language samples of each

subject in terms of the various levels of linguistic structures, and
present a characterization of the individual subjects.

2f^

3
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2.

Method

Since the procedures ordata collection, transcription and editing
are to be detailed in a separate doCument, this section will briefly
describe the procedures to orient the reader to the study.

2.1

Sub'ects

The study is oriented around two neighborhood or school-based
Alt the subjects

groups of children living in the Los Angeles area.

had been living in the United States for less than six months at the
An earlier study of

beginning of our negotiations with the families.
the Korean community (Kim, Lee

Kim, 1980) indicates that there are

considerable differences between the Korean community in central Los
Angeles, and the community eesiding in a suburb in Orange County, to
the south of Los Angeles.

The urban Los Angeles community is a very

dense, relatively recently immigrated population, while the suburban
community is a more diffuse and relatively assimilated population.
Two families were selected from each area' each faMily with a\1

At the Start of.the study the chifdren in one sibling

sibling pair.

pair were in the first grade and in the third grade.

In the other

sibling pair, the older child was a first grader and the younger one
would be eligible to start kindergarten in the fall of 1981.

The

result of this grade distribution is that during the course of the
O

study two of the participating children will be followed from preschool
through first grade, four children from first to third grade, and
another two from third to fifth grade.

The grade progression of the

children in each site is shown in Table 2.

Table 2.

Grade Rrogrbssion of the Subjects

Sibling

Family
Family 1

girder
1

2

Family 2

1

2

Year 2

Year 3

1st

4th
2nd

5th
3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

K

1st

Yearn 1

3rd -

Pre=K

4r

i
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2.2

2.2.1

Data Collection
Naturalistic contexts
The study calls for monthly observations of the partiCipating

children for three years in two contexts, at school and,at home.

In

-the school, the subjects wear a palm-size stereo cassette"tape-recorder

on a webbed belt around the waist with a lavaliere microphone attached
to their shirt or blouse.

They are tape-recorded for 60 to 90 minutes

while they are engaged in Various routine classroom activlties.
Sometimes the subjects are tape-recorded during recess or lunch.

There

---

is minimum of preplanning concerning the subject matter taught in the
class, type of activity, speech partners with whom the subjects
interact, etc.

Once tape-recording starts, the observer retreats to an

inconspicuous corner of the classroom near the subjects, takes notes of
the activities going On around the subject, and changes the sides of
the cassette tape when necessary.

Thus, the recordings may be

considered to represent natural speech in the given context among the
subjects, other children, teaCher, and teacher's aide Who happen to be
within the range of tape-recording.

The busy, atmosphere of the nprmal

classroom, where the children are consciously or unconsciously pressed
to talk and their attention moves rapidly from one happening to
another, distracts the subjects from the fact that they are being
recorded.

.It was originally planned that data collection in the home would
also be in naturalistic contexts.
number'of reasons.

This plan had to be modified for a

Unlike other first language acq.uisiton studies with

orch younger subjecs, our older subjects simply could not ignore thet
presence of the observer nor the microphones hanging on theclothing in
the relatively uncrowded and quiet home environment.

The situation did

not improve even when a considerable degree of rapport was established,.
between the observer and the family members.

Thus,

it was decided

early in the study that the observer would play a more active role of
observ,er-participant in games and other spontaneous conversations with
the children.

Since the language that the children ,used in the home
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was exclusively Korean without any sign of observable deterioration in
the near future, home visits were used to administer tests and to
perform semistructured tasks such as story telling about pictures. Home

visits have also been used for dtrected conversation with parents to
tollect informailon about the family and the children's use

elanguage

at home.

2.2.2

Structured elicitation and tests
Although the naturalistic speech data will constitute the major

part of the corpus, we also collect supportive data about the
linguistic and cognitive ability and styles of the subjects by means of
The purpose of the structured

various tests and structured tasks.
elicitation is two-fold:

1) To enrich the speech data by coltecting

data in th'e manner prescribed by the specific tests and measures; and

2) to examine whether the tests or measures are performing the
functions that they are supposed to with regard to bilingual but
limited-English-speaking children.

Following is a list of tests and

measures to be used in the study (as the subjects make progress

in

various linguistic and cognitive skills, additional tests and measures
deemed to be appropriate at the p.4rticular times will be added).

'Linguistic tests and mea(ures:
1.

Goldman-Fristoe Articulation Test

2.

Peabody;Ptcture Vocabulary Test

3;

Basic Inventory of Natural Language

. Bilingual Syntax Measure
Ac.2

. Sets of sequence picture cardt developed by Development
Learning Materials
6.

Sentence immitation and comprehension tests

Psych-) ological Tettt:.
1.

Cartoon Conservation Scales

2.

Wechsler't Intelligence Scale for Children (Revised)
_

34.
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2.2.3

3.

Embedded Figure Test

4.

Draw a Person'

R3

Transcription_of_the-datl/
Recorded tapes obtained from sessions in the school and home are

duplicated, the masters archived, and the copies used for transcription
by a Korean-English bilingual transcriber on the Koronix English-Korean
bilingual CRT.

Each transcribed text is edited, preferably by the

collector of the data, against the audio tape for incorrect
identification of the speech participants, transcriptional errors and
omissions, and to add further information on situational contexts which

were either not accessible to the transcriber or difficult to
transcribe from the taped record.

2.3

Data Analysis

The method of analysis of the naturalist

ata is in many

respects similar to that of previous language acquistion studies.
Korea
len

Both

and English speech data are examined by means of some global
asu

s, specifically Mean Length of Utterance (Brown, 1973)

and T-unit length (Hunt, 1965), in an effort to find an appropriate
measure on the basis of which the developmental process of our second
hguage learning can be described.

Other aspects of the data to be

studied include the development of some selected grammatical morphemes

da
(cf.

Brown, 1973; Dulay S Burt, 1974; Baileyi/Madden S Krashen, 1974;

Cancino, Rosansky & Schumann, 1975; Hakuta, 1976); structures
associated with the modality of simple sentences such as negation,
question, and imperative (Milon, 1974; Ravemi 1968 S 1974; Cazden,

Cenci? Rosansky S Schumann, 1975; Padilla S Lindholm; 1982), and
complex sentence structures with a coordinate or subordinate clause
(Hakuta, de Villiers S Tager-Flusberg, 198?); various discourse skilla
and conversational strategies (Ervin- Tripp, 1976; Halliday S. Hasan,

1976; Hatch; 1978; Allieight, 1980); language mixing (Lindholm S
Padilla, 1978; Redlinger 6 P;rk, 1980); and effects of personal
attributes such as attitude, motivation (Chihara s 011er, 1978) and
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learning style (01mstead-Garyt 1978).

Since the above topics have been

already dealt with to a varying degree in experimental studies of young
English monolinguals and learners of English as a second language, the

common framework of analysis will provide us with opportunitiet to
compare our study with other studies on first and second language
acquisition.

On every level of analysis, special attention will be directed to
the effects of our subjects' knowledge of Korean on learning*of
English.

In spite of the common impression that the structural

differences and similarities between.Korean and English interfere Or
facilitate learning of English as a second language, there has been no
empirical study on the extent of the effects, particularjy beiond the
phonological level.

We expect that differences between native

English-speakers and Korean-speaking learners of English,

if any,

in

the order of acquisition of grammatical morphemes and other high level
structrires derive from systematic-differences in language structures
between the two languages.

We also believe that error patterns of

various syntactic and semantic structures are closely tied to the
linguirtic differences between the two languages.

To a6comodate this

methodological interest, we will accordingly modify the analytic tools
that we borrow from the research on first language acquisition.

As for the Korean speech data, two general questions come to mind:
First, what is the relationship between the change in language
preference and the ability in Korean of the subjects; and second,
any chang

if

or tendency of change in Korean proficiency can be

identified, what are the linguistic characteristics of the change?

It

may seem rather unreasonable to expect our data to reveal an answer to
the first question.

is possible to examine the
Howeve-,it
r3

relztionship between the rate of language change, most likely language
decayi-ind language preference on an individual bast i since language

preference can be quantified,for example,

in terms of the proportion

of two languages used in the school, and the rate can also be
quantified, for example, in terms of change across time in performance
on certain appropriate grammatical or semantic structures, which are

highly sensitive indicators of proficiency in Korean.

At this time,

the most promising structures for thispurpose seem to be noun endings;
including case-marking and postpositional endings, and the honorifics
system, which will be discussed in section 3.

Language mjxing is anovher area of interest.

We expect that

language mixing proceeds in a gradual and systematic manner, perhaps'
reflecting the gradual progress in English proficiency. ye will
attempt to identify regular patterns of language mixing which can be
,:haracterized in terms of the structures of the units being mixed of
the two languages.

We will also examine the effects of interactional

and contextual factors such as types of topics, speech partners in the
language mixing behavior, etc.

Hi_ghlIghts_of_Linguistic Structures of English and-Ko-reari

In this section, we present some selected linguistic features of
Korean which contrast with the structures of equivalent linguittic
categories in English.

The presence of this section should not be

construed at indicating that the theoretical framework of this study is
based on contrastive analysis.

This section is presented simply to

provide information which is essential to a better understanding of the
extent xo which contrastive analysis (Fries, 1945 & 1972), the creative
construction hypothesis (Bulgy & Burt, 1974), and the interlanguage
hypothesis (Selinker, Swain & Dumas, 1975) can explain the data
collected in our longitudinal study. As for the theoretical framework
of this study, we are more interested in bringing the different
theories into a larger and coherent picture of second language
acquisition on the basis of longitudinal data rather than working
within a specific theory which might restrict and bias our entire
course of study.

3.1,

3.1.1

PhonologicalkStuctures
Individual-sounds

Korean has nineteen consonants, eight vowels, And two
semivowels. The Korean speech sounds are displayed in Tables 3 and 4

i7

according to the phonetic characteristics of the sounds. English
Speech sounds are also presented in the appropriate columns of place of
articulatiOn with the different set of manner of articulation in the
left-most column

The differenceS between the Korean and English sound systems can
be summarized as folloWs:

(1)

There are three-way contrasts among the Korean stop

and affricate consonants in terms of the manner of articulation

(i.e., lax-tense-aspiration as in ///-/7/-/m/ and

/

/-/x /?-10 /,

whereas there are only two-way contrasts in English (i.e.,
voiceless-voiced as in /p/-/b/ and /C!/-/I/).

(2),. English fricative' consonants have five-way contrasts

in terms of the point of articulation (i.e., labiodentalinter ental-dental-palatal-velar as in /f/-/e/-/s/-/g/-/h/),

whep as there are only two-way contrasts in Korean (i.e.,
dental-velar).

The English fricative consonants are thus

eAtremely difficult for Koreans both in produttion and aural
perception.

(3)

The short -long contrast amowg the high vowels, that

is, /i/-/i:/ elip'-'leap9 and /u/-/u:/ ('pull'- 'pool') is
particularly problematic for Korean students: The difference
between the short and long vowels in English is not simply in
the length but also in other phonetic qualities which are
extremely diffcult for Koreans to produce or perceive. Also
difficult for Koreans are the contrasts among /a/, /a/ and /3/
('cot,'

3.1.2

cut,' and 'caught').

Sequences of soundt

In addition to the. system of individual sounds, each language
has rulet governing the variation of soundi in various phonological and
grammatical environments as well as constraints regarding the

A
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Table 3.

Consonants

Point of Articulation

Manner of
Articulation

Bilabial

LabioOental

Eng.

Eng.

.

:22. Kor.

Kor.

Interdental

Kor. Eng. Kor.

Dental

Palatal

Velar

Eng.

Eng.

Enc.

Kor.

Kor.

Kor.

t,

Stop

vcd

b

lax

d

.

p

vcls asp
tense

p

ph
pp

k

th

t

k

tt

.

kh
kk

I

.

Affricate

9

t

r

vcd

J

lax

c

vcls asp
tense

Zn
cc

"

Fricative
vcd

v

lax

s

vcls asp
tense
Nasal

.

h

s

h

ss

m

m
9
.

Liquid

1

1
.

4

*vcd-voiced, vc1s=voiceless, asp-aspirated'

Table 4.

Mouth Opening

Vowels

Horizontal Tongue Position

Length

Front

Central

1211. Kor.

Close

Mid

Open

Short
Long

Short
Long

Eno. Kor.

i:

e

u:

i

e

o

A

o:

e:
te

Jim. Kor.
O

w

i

Back

a

e

3-6

a

a
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sequencing of the sounds.

n Korean

Some such rulet and constraints

,

are compared to those in English in the following:

(1)

in Korean, no consonant claster is allowed in the

syllable initial or syllable final position, whereas such
clusters occur relatively freely in English (e.g., 'strong' and
'attempt:).

When an orthographic consonant cluster does occur

in the syllable final position, Such as
/ in actual pronunciation.

is reduced to /

(2)

in ':1(price)' it

'

In Korean, no fricative or affricate occurs in the

A letter normally representing a

syllable final position.
fricative (i.e.,

A

) or affricate (i.e.,

in the syllable

)

initial position is pronounced /c / in the syllable final
The free

/t11.

position, as in ":j(sickle)'

occurrence of the fricatives and affricates in the syllable
final position in English is new for Koreans. Koreans usually
add the vowel /1 / after the English syllable final palatal
' for 'church')
14- Ai' for 'bush,'
obstruents /I/ (e.g.,
'

and the vowel 1=-1 after all other fricatives and stops In the
for
c
A ' for 'bus' and
same pt. ition (e.g.,
'

'hold').

(3)

in Korean, any syllable final stop becOmet a nasal

before another nasal e.g., 'u
(catch)-4

cf/l,

(ink)' -

to 'e

g

'

'

6

to 'L ' before 'm

(oldest daughter-in-law)'' - /E+Di../.
rule in English.

before 'L

to '0 ' bifOre

'

/, And 1c:

'

'

as in

'Vt.- CF

it in

'

'

as in

El

There it no such

K6tean learners of English thus frequently

apply this rule to English, resulting in unacceptable or Wrong
words such as 1bantrUsn' for 'batman' and ssingmans for 'sick
man.'
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(4)

In Korean, /a/ as in ' i ' occurs only in the

syllable final position.

When sa

'

begins a syllable (e.

or a syllable having ' a' in the final position is
immediately followed by a syllable beginning with a vowel (e.g.,
(stone-subject particle)'), the 'a '
as a flap, a sound similar to the soft

is pronounced

in 'butter' al it is

normally pronounced by an American-English speaker..

In other

words, no Korean syllable may begin with the hard /a /, which is
identical with English.11/ as in 'learn.'

Due to this habit,

Korean students tei.i to prontaunce English /1/ in the syllable

initial position as a flap, as exemplified by the substitution
of 'red' for 'led,' and 'breed' for 'bleed.'

(5)

Related to the non-occurence of certain consonant

clusters in the syllable initial and final position in Korean is
the common tendency in Koreans of breaking the clusters by
-ot

inserting a vowel /--/ bet een the consonants, for example

IA E.

(suturong) for 'strong.'

(6)

There is no word stress in Korean, whereas it is the

most important feature characterizing the speech rhythm of
English.

Korean students thus tend to pronounce the syllables

within an English word in a monotone with nearly the same force
on each syllable, which considerably impairs the intelligibility
of the word,

V
(7)

Bothirorean and English haye two major intonation

fypes, the falling intonation typically for declarative
sentences and the rising intonation for question sentences.
However, the falling intonation in English question sentence
beginning Wh words, such as 'what' and 'where,' and also tag
questions, sucfh as 'you know about it, don't you?' are new to
Korean studEnts.

1

3.2

3:T.1

Morphological and Syntactic
Modification of -nouns

(1) Articles:

The major function of articles In English

is to

differentiate the specificityinon=specificity of nouns, an indefinite
article normally indicating a first occurrence of a noun, and a

definite article an occurrence of a specific noun were the relevant
Speech partners sidlire the knowledge of the specific referent of the
There are alto highly complex rules and constraints about the
noun.
...

use of articles.

The indefinite article is placed only in front of a

countable sNoular noun and the definite article does not occur with an
abstract noun.

There are also various idiomatic uses of the articles:

do not occur next to en indefinite or definite determiner

The articl

' ome,"any,"n "this,' your,' etc..

such ac

rs

In Korean, there is no exact equivalent of the English definite
article. There are, however, definite determiners WhiCh are used to

Furthermore, use of
mark a recurrence of a preVioUtly mentioned noun;
the English definite article with a noun whose referent can be uniquely
identified as in 'the tun' and 'the moon'; the use of the definite
article before names of seas, ships, rivers; the generic use of the

definite article as in 'the owl cannot see well in daylight'; use of
the definite article with adjectives to denote all members of a class,
(e.g., 'the poor'), and many other uses are totally new to Ktireans.

Very often when the context proVidet a clue to the specificity of a
noun, the definite determiner, which otherwise would be required, is
not necessary.

In other words, redundant use of the definite

determiner it unnecessary.

Although KOrtan has.indefinite determiners whith can be used in
a similar function of marking non- specificity or non-definiteness, the
usage of these determiners is nowhere as regular as English indefinite
article;

Non-specificity is simply not marked in general

Consequently, it might seem to Koreans logically unnecessary to mark
anything unspecific when the Semantically more salient specificity is
marked by the definite article.

Even the More total and concrete
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semantic function of the indefinite article of indicating singularity
of a noun is largely unnecessary in Korean because singularity of a
noun needs not be explicitly expressed, particularly when the context
provides this information.

These Would leave the English indefinite

article as a semantically empty and purely formal entity as far as
Korean learners of English are concerned. Furthermore, the distinction
of count and mass nouns in English, which is grammatiCally unmotivated
in Korean,, would Make learning the use of English indefinite articles
.

extremely difficult.

(2)

Relative clause:

Korean has clausal noun modifiers, which

are similar to the relative clause in English.

However, the Korean
First,

clAy.sal noun modifier is different in two important respects.

in Korean there is nothing comparable to the English relative nronoun,
and second, the clausal noun modifier is placed before the noci being
The clausal, modifier is formed by inflectin9 the main, verb

modified.

of the clause into the adjectival form.

Like English, the noun in the

clause, which is identical with the noun being modified, is deleted in
the process of the adjectivization of the clause.

3.2.2

Nouns and pronouns
(1)

irregular,

number.

Number:

In English, the plurarmarker, either regular or

is obligatory when the noun represents more than one in

In Korean, although there is a plural marker, it is

unnecessary when the context indicates the plurality of the noun.
Thu;, 'two apple,' which is (ungrammatical in English Without the

obligatory plural marker '-s,' would be grammatical when it

is

translated into Korean.

In English, each pronoun has its corresponding plural form
except 'you,' whose plural form is Identical with the singular form.
In Korean, there are only a pair Of pronouns that are differentiated in
number, that is,

'I' and 'we.'

English shei"She' and 'it' are

expressed in Korean in the manner as 'that (male) man,' 'that woman'
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and 'that thing,' their Plural forms being made by the addition of the
plural marker to the respective nouns.

(2)

gender:

Its antecedent.

In English, a pronoun must agree in gender with

In. Korean, there Is no pronoun with gender

differentiation.

The En§lish pronouns in different genders, 'he,'

'she' and-'it' are, as mentioned above, are expressed by means of a
difinite determiner and a common noun with a clear sex reference.
Since nowhere in the Korean grammar is gender differentiation
necessary, the English pronoun triads, 'hg'-'she'wit', 'his' 'her'- 'its,' and 'him'-'her'-'it' are expected to cause confusion in

the-Korean learners of English.

3.2.3

Preposition

There are grammatical elements in Korean that correspond to
They are called postposition since they are

English prepositions.

placed after the noun.

As in English, the major function of a

postposition is to produce an adjectival or adverbial modifier in
combination with a noun.

The usage of prepositions in English is

extremely complex, as clearly evidenced by their unusually lengthy
dictionary description of the wide variety of contexts and the meaning
in those contexts.

The differences
between English prepositions and Korean
_ postpositi-ionsare so great that it is hopeless to try to establish any
equivalence relationship between them.

Even an English preposition

which seems to share a semantic commonality with a Korean postposition
is widely different in many other important respects.

For example, the

most simple meaning of the English preposition 'in,' relatively easy
for learners of English to learn, would be its locative meaning, 'on
the inner side of.'

The Korean equivalent of 'in' with this particular

meaning, however, does not have meanings of English 'in' as in 'in this
direction,'

cut the apple in two,' 'in a few days,"the boy in the

red cap;' "in a hurry,' etc.

These meanings have to be expressed

either by different poitpositions or in a totally different grammatical
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structure without any postposition; 'In short, the positional
difference and the extremely obmplex usage'of both English prepositions
and Korean postpositions are expected to present a high degree of
difficulty In learning to use English prepositions.

3.2.4

Verb forms
(1)

Copula and auxiliary !beA:

In English, the copulA has a

distinct function and form.

It links the subject of a senteris with
the subjective predicate, either a noun or adjective, and assumes the

role of marking the tense of the sentence and also the pers-on and the
number of the subject.
In Korean, adjectives used as a subjective
predicate have their own ending, which is inflected in the same manner
as that of an ordinary verb.
In this sense, there is no copula that
links a subject with its adjectival prsdicate.

However, when the

predicate is a noun, as in 'he is a boy,' the subject and predicate are
linked by means of a copular element.

Thit element is inflected in

tense, lspect, etc., but not in per'son or number of the subject.

the

various forms of English copula are thus totally new to Koreans.

Since

'be' as an auxiliary also changes its form in exactly the same manner
as the copula except that it is followed by the main verb, no
particularly greater difficulty is expected.

(2)

1qreement of verbs in person, number_and_ctise:

In

English, if the subject of o sentence Is in third person. and Singular

number, and the tense of the verb is present, the verb is appropriately
inflected to agree with the subject.

In a complex sentence with an

et-,tdded noun or adjectival clause, the tense of the verb in the
ethOed-cce, clause should agree with the tense of the verb in the main
claJuse.

In Korean, there are no such agreement rtilAs.

(3)

Auxillary'dol:

Auxiliary 'dO' it dittinCt from other

inOtlAl auxiliaries such es 'can,'

will,' 'may,' etc;, in a very

important resv.,ct:

it does not have any lexical meaning of its own.
Its function Is to fi.1 the position Which would be taken by other

modal aux4;laries in a question or negative sentence.

In Korean, there

is no such auxiliary comparable to English ''do.'

The semantic

'emptinessp its function as a purely formal device, and the
applicabilit

of the third person singular number agreement rule may

Affect the 1- arn4bility of thi

auxiliary.

11,

3.2.5

ati-psIt

Ellipsis here means omission of a lexical; phrasal, or clausal
'' element in a sentence without affecting the grammaticality ofthe
sentence.

Ellipsis is an extremely common phenomenon that

characterizes Korean as being very different from other languages.
There seems to be a strong underlying principle that any element in a
sentence can be omitted if it can be easily retrieved from the
discourse context.

For example, major sentential constituents, such as

subject and object, can be, omitted if the information about the omitted

element is in the

text or implied in the context; noun case-marking

particles and postpositions may be omitted if the word order or other
context provides the necessary information; a noun plural ending may be

omitted when the purality of the noun is already known to the speech
participants; and definite determiners may be omitted, as discussed
already, if the context disambiguates the specificity of the noun.

3.2.6

Modality of the sentences
(1)

4mestion:

In Korean, a question sentence is formed simply

by replacing a declarative sentence ending with a question sentence
ending. A question-word question sentence, corresponding to English
'Wh' question sentence, is formed by placing the question word

frequently at the beginning of the sentence or anywhere the word could
be placed in view of its function in the sentence,

in addition to the

same change of the sentence ending to a question ending.

In the

process of question sentence formation, no change in word order is
necessary.

Both kinds of questions, i.e., 'Wh' and non-Wh questions,

typically have a rising intonation.
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(2) Imperative:

An imperative sentence is formed by a simple

process of replacing the deciaratiVe Sentence ending with an imperative
Sentence ending.

(3)

Negation:

Korean has at least three different

sentence- negating morphemes, each of Which is associated with its own
unique semantic import and also with a specific sentence type: a) An

imperative sentence is negaqtd by the imperative- negation morpheme
/mal/; b) the capability-ntgation morpheme, /mos/, is used to negate
the subject's capability of carrying out'the action as represented by
the verb; and, c) the simple negation morpheme, /anti, negates a
delarative sentence w4thodlany implication of capability.
In addition
to these, there are other ways of negating sentential, phrasal or
clausal meaning, for example, use of a lexical item with an explicit
negating affix, comparable to English 'unable,'

impossible,'

'unhappy,' etc.

3.2.7

Honorifics system
Korean has a highly complex system of honorifics, which is used

to express the attitude of the speaker toward the person being talked
about or the person to whom the speech is addressed.

An honorable

subject in a sentence, normally a superior in social status or age,
requires an honorific infix in its verb.

Also,regardless of the

honorabi4ity of the subject of the sentences, when a sentence is
addressee tCSa superior, the verb should be in the honorific form.
this report, these two kinds of honorific forms will be denoted as
subject honorific form and addressee honorific form respectively.
Average children in Korea acquire the honorifics rules by the time they
enter elementary school.
It will be interesting to examine the

preschool subjects' use of Korean hOnorifics and change in the use of
the honorific forms.

3.2.8

Word order

Due to the use of the explicit noun case-marking particles* the
order of major constituents of a sentence is highly flexible in Korean,
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with the exception of the relatively fixed position of the verb at the
end of the sentence.

Unlike the major sentential constituents, the

order of words and morphemes in phrases Is rigidly fixed, is in
adjective -head noun, noun-postposition, noun-particles, and the order
verb phrase

Of various agglutinating infixes and suffiXes in

4.

4.1

General Characteristics of the Speech Samples
Quantity of Speech
Except for the 4-year old subject-in the suburban site, JH, and

the two subjects in Korea Town, Yd an

CG, who came to the U.S. five

months later than the other, the subjects seemed

t have learned

considerable English by the beginning of the study.

Judging from the

way that they responded to the instruction of the teacher or the TA,
they did not seem to have any particular

which were mostly in Englis
difficulty in learning scho

1

subject matters.

Although we did not observe any occasion that the children,.
including our subjects, were explicitly told to use a specific
_

language,

\

it was apparent that Ahere was a long-established common

understanding that Engliah is the appropriate classroom language to be
used between the teacher and students.

Thus, children often ask the

teacher whether they may use Korean to ask or answer questions, but a

question asking whether they may use English in the same situation
would draw laughter from everybody in the class.

On the other hand,

between peers whose English is mostly limited, the children are
relatively free to choote between Korean and English.

It

is expected that the subjects' use of English increases with

their developing English proficiency.

If so, the changing trend in

quantity of speech in English and Korean and the changing
the' distribution of the turns over yariou

attern of

discourse funct ons would

provide important information about language choice and t e development

of communicative strategies in the early stages of second language
learning.

As a rough measure of quantity of speech, speech turns by the
subjects, each of which is composed of one utterance in most cases,
Were counted.

Table 5 presents the total nuMber of turns, nuMber of

turns in Korean,

A Korean turn is a

in English and mixed language.

segment of speech composed solely of Korean and uninterrupted by
another speeci participant; an English turn

an uninterrupted segment

of speech solelyacomposed of English; and a mixed turn, any turn which
does not belong to the above twq/categories.

Exclamations, personal

names and others, which cannot be categqfrized in a clearcut manner,
were regarded as a mixed turn.

Speech Turns by the Subjects

Table 5.

Site

Subject
6 grade

Suburb

Session #
and duration
in mins.
4
1(90 mins.)
1(180 mins.)
1(40 mint.)

Total

Turns/min.

English

Korean

Mixed

147(30%)
116(40%)
117(80%)
(No coMparable data)

262(53%)
130(44%)
7( 5%)

86(17%)
47(16%)
22(15%)

228(63%)
362
2.26
1(160 mins.)
SE(3rd)
190(60%)
2.12
162(150 mins.) 318
SM(lst)
1.88
121(43%)
162(150 mins.) 282
KH(lst)
(No comparable data)
JH(preK)

56(15%)
44(14%)
110(39%)

78(22%)
84(26%)
51(18%)

JA(3rd)
AN(lst)
CG(lst)
YJ(preK)

E.A.

k

495
293
146

5.50
1.63
3.65

Table 5 shows that the number of total turns varies greatly across
subjects.

Fdr example, JA took 495 turns 41 a recording session of 90

minutes (an average of 5.5 turns per minute), whereas his sister AN
took only 293 turns in twice as long a period, a 180 minute session (or
1.63 turns per minute).

At the current' rate of speech turns (2.84
%

turns per minute on the average), we will be able to collect data of

about 250 speech tuns in a 90 minute regular recording session, in
addition to the data to be collected in the home.

The table also shows that the proportion of turns in each language
category varies to a great extent across subjects.

For example, CG
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used English only in 5% of the total turns, whereas the number of
English turns of three other subjects, JA, AN, and KH, was close to or
even higher than the number of Korean turns.

The exceptionally low

proportion of English turns in CG seems to reflect the fact that he
This
came to the U.S. about fJ4e months later than other subjects.
difference is particularly interesting because it is likely to be an

indication of a systematic relationship between the proportion of
English used in the school and the subjectq proficiency ,.in English.
r

The proportion-of turns in t

mixed category appears to be

unusually high compared to some reported figures.l

For example,

Lindholm and Padilla (1978) report that only 2% of the total utterances
Collected from Spanish-English bilingual children (age 2;0 to 80)
contained mixes.

Redlinger and Park (1980) in a longitudinal

of

sja"-dy

language mixing of four bilhngual children (age 2;0 to 3;3) report that
with one exception of average 25 %, the rate of mixed utterances were
10.8%, 7.3% and 1;8%.

Interestingly, they made an observation that the

In
amount of mixing and language deVelopMent are reversely related;
View of this observation, we will closely f011oW the change in the rate

of languale mixing, as Well as the change in the

linguistic

characteristics of the mixed utterances.
We made an interesting observation, Which confirms a general
expectation about the subjects' language choice in the classroom.
During one session, a group of five LES students in the 3rd grade
class, Where our subject JA belongs, was tape-recorded for 90 mihutes.
tudents were engaged in a group Activity, led by the monolingual
Englith=tpeaking teacher's aide.

The TA's verbal interactions with the

childrem were most heavy at the beginning of

the recording session,

gradually decreasing as the activity changed from story-telling to
based on
drawing. The follOWing dettription of the language sample is
the transcript of the session.

Note that our Unit Of counting was turn,. not utterance whiCh was
used in the works cited here. NOWeVeri)Since a turn may contain at
least one or more than one utterance, the point made, here seems to
hold.
1

A-.
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Table 6 presents the number of turns taken by the TA, by the
students as a group including JA, and by JA alone, in three different
Sections selected from the recording. The first section was taken from
the early part of the recording Session, when, the TA was actively
helping the students tell stories; the second section is from the
middle of the session, when the Students were preparing to draw

pictures and the TA's verbal participation was much reduced; and the
third section is from the 5par-end of the session when the TA remained

primarily as a Spectit^r without any verbal participation.
sections contains 1$0 turns.

Each of the

The percentages in parentheses represent

the ratio of English turns to the total turns taken by the LES group
and JA respectively.

Table 6.

TA
(Englishl

Section

Total
turns

1st

150'

57

2nd
3rd

15i0

16

150

1

Distribution of Speech Turns

LES Group including JA
Total
English
'

93
134
149

(Eng./To-tall

67(72%)
60(45%)
16(11%)

JA Alone
Total__
English
(Eng. /Total)

44
56
47

32(73%)
25(45%)
41 9%)

It is apparent'from the table that the number of English turns
taken by the LES group 8nd JA was closely related to the number of
turns taken by the TA.

Although the group used Korean among theMselves

in the presence of the Monolingual TAi which was largely 'unavoidable

due to their limited ability in English, they used more English when
the TA:was more active in the group activity. Apparently, the
monolingual TA's degree'of participation Changed the intensity of the
pressure fOr the children to speak English;
Since other subjects are
also from classes with a Koretn=Englith bilingual teacher and a
monolingual EngliSh=ipeaking TA, we will have opportunities to study
more closely the effects of monolingual Eriglish-tOeaking TA's on the
bilingual children't language choice behavior.
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4.2, Lengt-h-lotterance
\
The usefulness of Mean Length of Utterance (MLU Y for analysis of early

speech development-has been well demonstrated in studies of first language
acquisition (Brown, 1973).

This measure provides convenient reference

stages of language development on the basis of which other morphosyntactic
development can be described.

It has been pointed out, however, that older

Second language learners rapidly reach the level at which the measure loses
its differentiating power and can no longer be appropriately used
(Schumann, 1976).

The.assumption underlying the MLU is that the acquisition of
grammatical structures directly affects utterance length.

Our subjects,

however, who are learning English as a second language, are at a distinct
advantage compared to younger children learning a first language since they
are advanced cognitively, possess greater memory capacity, and evidence
higher level metalinguistic abilities, all of which seem to be closely.

.related to the acquisition of both a first and second language," Thus,

it

is conceivable that the advantage which second language learners have over
young first language learners results in a differential effeCt on the rate
of increase in utterance length.

In view of the fact that there is a

language proficiency test for bilingual studentt (j.e..-, Basic Inventory of

Natural Language), which utilizes utterance lengthas the primary
determinant and which is widely used by schools across the natipri, our

longitudinal data will bear particular relevance to educational practice.

Table 7 presents the
discussed in this repor

ber of English utterances in the data
number of morphemes, MLU, and the developmental

stage as defined by Brown (1973).

Basically, we used the same procedures,

Including the meaning of the units being counted, as presented by Brown
(1973:94) in calculating the MLU's.

However, since in most cases the

number of utterances did not reach 100, which was fequired in Brown's
procedures, we used the data that was available to us.
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Table 7 shows the following interesting points:
(1) All the subjects use utters ces of a very limited length,
comparable to or below_that f native English-speaking 3 to
3.5 year old children (Brown, 1973);
(2) As expected the -MLU of an older ibling is higher than that of
mily._ The older silsbl_ing,
theryounger sibling in the_ same
with the excnption_of the_LA2 fami y,_ who came to the U.S.
UbjectS4_hed MLUs which
about_five months_later than other
ranked one stage higher than the you =er Sibling.

(3) The children in family LA2 hardly spea

Tablt 7.

Family
L.A.

1

L.A. 2

-Subjett tgradt)

A (3rd)

Suburb 2

Mean Length of Utterance

No; of
utterances

No. of
morphemes

MLU_

Stage

3.20
2;40

III

319
75

1,022

AN (1st)
CI.; (1st)

19

30

4

4

SE (3rd)
SM (1st)

75
55

216

2.%8
2;56

III

141

KH (1st)
JH (preK)

74
78

231
125

3.12
1.60

111

Y.1 (preK)

Suburb 1

English.

180

11

1.58
1;00

Obviously the low MLU veues will increase in the future.

I

11

1

oue

longitudinal data will thus provide extremely interesting information
about the relationship between the increase in utterance length and
development of various structures in our subjects, which presumably
will be very different from what has been found by first language
acquisition researchers.

5.

Language Profiles -of- Individual Subjects

This section presents the speech data collected in the first or
first and second recording sessions in the school.

In some cases, the
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amount of speech samples of the first session alone was not enough for
any meaningful characterization ofill0elanguage abilities of the
subjects.

in these cases, the data collected in the second session, if

already transcribed at the time when this report was being prepared,
Were also included for the present analysis.

Since the two

prekindergarten subjects were not yet in school When the older subjects
began to be recorded, the data collected in the home will be used here.
For each subject, the English utterances are presented according
to the linguistic structures of various levels, and the utterances in
*ach category are divided into two-subcategories, i.e., correct uses
Errors inelLide ungrammatical omissions. of forms under
and errori
consideration, unnecessary and wrong usesi,,and questionable uses. The .
.

data are exhaustive with regard to the categories listed. One and the
same utterance may be found in more than one category If the utterance

contains more than one relevant grammatical feature under
consideration.

In the following sections the utterances in the column for errors

are only thOte containing any error on the structure under
consideration.

Thus, an utterance containing errors on some other

structures is placed in the column for correct use
under consideration Is used correctly

if the structure

in the utterance.

Utterances of the mixed category are presented according to the
type of linguistic structures and also the language of the major
structure of the utterances.

The list Includes-all the mixed

utterances observed in the data.
are rather superficial.
utterances.

J

The descrIptYon of Korean utterances

The list includes o

4

a set of ielealia

Our main in erest is ii)a) det rmining areas of unstable

skills or abilities Whith had not been firMly established yet, and b)
identifying some complex linguistic skill0AiCh had already been
acquired and thUt could pOSalblyiterve as fhdidators of the upper
threshold of language develoPment.

Jr

A brief summary of the characteristics of the data will be
presented for each subject.

JA- (3rd -graze boy-from-far-My-LAM

5.1

The following description is based on the data collected in the
first classroom recording session of approximately 90 minutes.

A group
led by

of five students, Including-JA, were engaged in a group activit
the monolingual English-speaking teacher's aide.

The TA encoura

the

students to tell a story from a picture, which had been introduced
already in the previous class.
the session.

JA was the most .active talker during

The recordir.g was made in the first week of May, 1980,

approx/mately 11 months after his arrival in the U.S.

5.1;1

Structure
Indefinite
Article

CorreotAist*
There's a ghost
wanna be a strong man.
I'm a ghosts.
Wait a second.
I

-Error.

gonna draw (a) dinosaur.
draw (a) dinosaur?
?That's (a) ghost;
She'gotta found (p) skeleton.
You miss (a) turn._
Can
draw (a) cartoon?
draw (a) football?
Can
It's not (a) school;
I

'.,Can

I

I

I

That's (an) -easy one.

Is this (n) -1sy book?
I Oon't wanna *a- children:

Definite
Article

Possessive

This on the coffee cup.
Where'is the ghost book?
And go to the farmer house.
Which one has the eraser?
I ,gonna fighting the cat.
Now get the pencil.
Give you the pencil.
Around the house . . .

Whic,one has (the) eraser?
Don't give to (the) girl.
wanna see (the) earth.

Junduk's team.

*She's turn (her turn)
*She's turn_(her turn)
And go to the farmer('s) house

I

And -(the) sun .

In (the) third one
-We not playing *the ball,
Where is *the my glass ?_

And he go *to the somewhe

_

*Notations:

_

i ghost (correct use of 'a')
(i) dinosaur (ungrammatical omission of 'a')
(csio
*a children (inappropriate use)
Wi lose ( -lost) it ('lose' should have been lost').

Phrasal
modifier
of nouns

Time Is21Ex?

(none)
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Can 1 have *one-more paper?
have *1 paper?
May

Mass Noun

I

Plural

Sometime(i)
Only Six bank(s)
have children (aa child), my
(Meant 'we have a
sister;
girl in our family, that is,

' "Ten minutes

Three times

I

\\

my sisteriq
Three ghost(s).
Where is *the my glass(es)?
I'm a *ghosts

Preposition

And go to the farmer house.
He said he is gonna go to
the .

.

.

In this hand.
In that hand.
In third one.
Around the house
Look at it.
Don't share with that.

No, OM not;

In

a ghosts.
first.
second.

.You,. arm_ too skinny.

You are wrong.
Yo '`re wrong;

Are you right?
There !s a ghost.
That !s_ ghost.

Thatri all."

les not school;
Thaes easy one.
Thatn easyi_
Whei7S that?
Where Is the my glass?
This ITMy school.
Where is the_ghost book?
What Is that?
1s this_easypeok?
FE you know who is?
Betwiet.
Will you be quiet?

4,

gonna go *to there.
That man is goidg *to somewhere.
And he go. *to the somewhere.
You will do it (to) me.
I

*La there, I'm -not -gonna

Listen4ng for (ato) me.

You goni go out from (for) P.
You think (of) your favorite.

(am) first.
You (are) wrong.
You -(are) always too
I

Me(li) wrong.

ood.
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4

(am) gonna draw dinosaur.
(am) gonna fighting.
(am) gonna go to there.
(am) gonna use it.
You (are) gonna go out from
P.E.?
We (are) not playing
We (are) not playing the ball
(Are) we not playing?
What (are) you gonna dR, girl?
She (is) gonna eat up-there.
He said he (is) gonna do the

I'm gonna make draw.

Auxiliary

I

irrii not gonna.

'be'

I

Tit man is going to

I

somewhere.

I

He said hes gonna to
the
That's- gonna be .
I was gonna make-.

.
.

S
We not playing?
We not playing the ball.
That man is going to
somewhere;

We're draw(ing) and writ(' g
gonna *fighting.
gonna *fighting the cat.

3rd Person

Which one has the eraser?

he go(es) to the somewhere.

Past Tense

told you.
said it.
said, "don't do its"
He said.
She did it.

We lose (..lost)

Progresssive

1

1

I

I

1

(Shedd it, too.
You dfaaTt.
He didn't say
Model

Auxiliary
(except
'do')

t

WOO

(none)

do it?
What can
have more paper?
Can
can dO
Cannot do it.
draw?
Can
draw football?
Can
I

I

I

I

I

I

Can lhave this?
I

could do It:

M_l_have a paper?
w411--.

I Wilt do.
will- buy this
will do It;
will-not do more;
I

I

I

Will you be quiet?
Will (you) do it (to) me?
_

it.

She gotta found (find) skeleton.

_

I wanna be a strong man.
I wanna swim;

Semi-modal
Auxiliary

I

I

don't *wanna children.

warms_ see earth:

wanna see space.
I COTT wanna.
don't wanna do it,
I

I

this one
don't wanna see
gonna fighting the cat.
She gonna eat up there.
don't_have to, either.
I

I

I

YOU don't have toknoW.
She sotto found skeleton.
We sotto play soccerball.
Connector

And sun_and star,
animal

.

(none)

.

We're draw and write.
And go to the farmer house.
'Cause he scare of . . .
So we got it firSt.
Because
wanna swim.
I

come :see anything,
then
If
can .
wanna
If

I

I

I

see the ;. .
Then
Ellipsis
Omission

I

don't wanna

No, I'm not.
don't have to, either.
can't.
No, you didn't.
Is it?
will.
Yes, you are.
I

I

I

Don't share (it) with that
(person).
Don't give(it) _to girl.
draw (it)?
Can
No,
don't love (her).
Don't make (it) hard, please.
will do (it);
(She) did it, too.
Do you know-who (it) is?
(She) did (dropped on the
floor) that pencil, too.
I

I

I

Question
Sentence

Can
Can
Can

I
I
I

fir-7T

have
draw
draw
have

more paper?
dinosaur?
cartoon?
thls?

(Are)_we not playing?
What (are) you gonna do, girl?

Ca-n t- draw football?

May-1, have paper?

Will you be quiet?
Do -you know who is?
Are you right?
Is this easy book?
Is it?

Where is the ghost book?
Where is the my glass?
Where's that?
What is that?
do it?
Whit can
Which one has the eraser?
How about you?
Time to play? (Intonation)
I

Negation

don't care.
don't believe it.

I

I

I

CTZ)-Frvt wanna do it.

don't wanna children.
don't wanna.
don't want that story.
don't love._
don't know it.
don't have to, either.
I don t want them.
didn't like that.
You don't haVt to know.
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

No, _you_didn'ts._

He didn't say it._
Don't give to_girl.
Don't get that.
Don't make hard.
Don't get _it.

cannot do It.
Can't.
l_say, "don't do it."
I'll not do more.
I

I

I'm not_gonna.

.

It's not- school.

No, 17Wnot
We not playing?
We not playing the bali?

I don't want no number.

t

_

_
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5.1.2

Mixed lamguage
(1) Korean utterances with English nouns

.0t GHOST 0 4.

'ns UOR YOU, DRAW A GHOS.T.

014 eta GHOST MAMO.

.1flis TS JUST A LAD'"? GHOST.'

DRAN A GHOST?'
I
°S;HL
ALWAYS SAYS 'ONE NIGHT.
ONE NIGHT DIN.
'I WANTED TO SAY 'PAP1R,' AND.
:12n11,
PAV1R
'THIS (IS) VINGER..
0114 F)N6Lk.
'SAY, 'MIKE TESTING."'
Ml Kr Aing 4.
'THE UNION BANK ['MELDING
2111 UNtON BANKS 44 Zioi 14140p.
IS:NOTHING COMPARED TO THOSE..
'WHAT IS A PRISON CHIE=F
PRISON OILS 9442 22j117
CALLKD IN ENGLISH?'
'I'M A PRISON....
Qt rR,soN..
11 SUPURMAN=Viiq. _.I'M GOING TO DRAW THE SUPERMAN.'
'I WILL DRAW A CARTOON.'
0 CARTOON 221011.
'WHEN I DRAW THE EARTH..,..
1.47} EARTH 221-7-.
'2 CAN IiRAW A BASKETBALL
14 BASKETBALL
WITHOUT LOOKING AT IT.'
'AS FOR THE RECORDING TAPE,
603 TAPES 7174-7 m 7IXIT.
THE MACHINE...._
'DRAW ANOTHER PICTURE.'
ANOTHER PICTURE :221.
'HE AND I ARE THE
apt FIRST, 1171 a SECOND ET oulq;.
FIRST AND SECOND WINNERS RESPECTIVELY.'
'WOULD YOO PLAY SOCCER?'
1.4 SOCCER BALL VN7
'AS fOR A PUPPY, I CAN DRAW
421 P .22111. PUPPY.
IT WELL.'
'DO YOU KNOW ANYTHING
BASKETBALL vol Sig?
11
OTHER THAN BASKETBALL?'
'I AM GOING TO ASK FOR
LI PAPER ow t1 2I2 :.,211011.
ONE MORE SHEET OF PAVER.'
'I'M GOING TO DRAW SPACE.'
SPACE 2210111.
'SHALL I DRAW A ROBOT?'
ROBOT: 2.1017
O GHOST 211M7 'SHALL
w:

.

;41

I0

forif:1(11DAIL

111141-

:'E'111?

YOU COI NC TO DRAW A

DAKI1DAIL.?'
DODGERS! 014 TEAMIIIM BASKETBALL TEAM 0111?

sooporw;

ARE A BASEBALL TEAM, Nor A BASKETBALL TEAM.'

-

'DO I ALWAYS DRAW A qCHOOLY.
ofq um !;oHooLt 221147
'THIS IS A SCHOOL. TOO'
or;ni SCHOOL
TWO, of SIX 2=72w?, 'YOU D1P IT TW3CE AND Hi'

DID IT SIX TIMI-!;.'
TIM O
Mn 2 TEAMOW

'THE HOY NAMED TIM
IS THE POOREST PLAYER IN THE TEAM.'
'WOMD YOU TU) NK
111;11
1171
Wt';IION 1)14101 !,C:14001.
FUER WANTED ro DRAW 1'H WrILTON DRIVE SCHOOL?'
I

PAPER4 Cf

moill2r4;

THE PAPER.'

'x

GUI SS WE WILL USE UP CALL

\,---

BASKI1VALL lEAMOW ii;Irrirovore 'DO YOU KNOW
WHO PLAYED BEST IN THE BASKETBALL TEAM?

q.

SCHOOL-''- 211141?

0171

'SHALL I MAKE THIS A PICTURE

OF A SCHOOL?'
'I'M GOING TO DRAW
ALL RIGHT;
A BASKETBALL. ALL RIGHT.'
'THAT SCENE OF EATING LUNCH.'
21.
1171 LUNCH
0121Cpf WALTON DRIVE SCHOOL DIM! 1141. 'I AM GOING
TO WRITE WALTON DRIVE SCHOOL HERE.'
' DRIVE'
zq N2A '1? 'HOW DO YOU SPELL 'DRIVE.?'
' DRIVE SCHOOL' § 'QM 'How ABOUT 'DRIVE SCHOOL'?'
BASKETBALL 2 214;

(2) Korean utterances with other English elements
!

WAS:

SMARTiI.

'wHni MADE HIM TO THINK 1 HAT Nu

E.0 SMART?'

SAY!: FVUKYTHING II.
IAF.Y TO HIM, RID1CULOW..81
lw;Y(41'.

roo FAT mm.

I:0

SAY'S TEACHER IS TOO rnr.'
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:2110111.1

ONE OF ',HEM BELONG
271 FOLL VI4-7 =eit 72171 NW,
-

'1

InioL

stet BELONG $11:6"

11111OUGHT ONI Y

=Pit-VP_

21111'

'WHAT BECOME

DOWN.'
YOU SAY 31 r-IL.
'AND OH, rHE WINDOW....
AND 3:.911101.;

OF US

3,2

Lt WALL ON DRIVE SCHOOL 02rrt

-tn.?

'SHALL

I

WRITE

'WALTON DRIVE SCHOOL'?'
'lilt PUNISH YOU AFTIR SC' CU.'
A211, mirR SCH001;
'SAY, ''YOU ARE WRONG...
YOU ARE WRONG' 14.
'OKAY, DO IT QUICK.'
OKAY; 4
'NO, NO, 1HIN I'M IGNORANT
NO, No 21 it ci...
'NO, I WON'T DRAW IT.'
NO, NO, Lt NN r 224;
'

'SEV,

' YCS, SIR' =4.

'YE S,

'LET'S DO 'PAPER.
t THEN THREE TIMES.
ROCK. SCISSORS' THREE TIMES.'

M91,

101;

THEN 1 11140/4,

'THEN HE SANK DOWN,-

=Z YOU DUMMY!
(3) English utterances

'STOP, YOU DUMMY.
other Korean elements

'THAT'S LIKL ODD AND LVFN.'
TwIT's LIKL A Jr ft.
'MRS. R, CAN I DRAW
MRS. R, CAN I DRAW tr-t?
A CARTOON?'
'THIS 1E; r VILLAIN.
THIS IS nu.
HAVE A RULER?'
'DO YO
DO YOU HAVE 4?
WHAT? I WILL
'WHAT?
WILL NOT DO MOW
I
V4? 447
NOr DO MORE.'
'YOU, LOOK nr THAT.'
oh LOOK Ar THAT.
'YEAH, UNEVEN, (EXCLAMATION
YEAH, UNEVEN, 01;1.

MCANING 'IT WAS TOUGH1').
'STOP, MIKE GHOST, MERE!'
S,r), MIKE Vt! HERE.
:WM' RE Ali

IT.

'ktra) IT

(NONE,EMf.ICAL zokr.)'

143111

st

rN FEET.
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(4) Neutral utterances

'YOU, STOP,'
0, SlOP1
''SMALL, SO LION AND
SMALL, 221gt LION, TIGER...
TIGER....
U ONE ZILLION.
'I DID IT ONE ZILLION TIMES.'
'NO, THE SUN.'
NO. 11121.
001;1;
DUMMY;
'OH, YUMMY
A GHOST TILE, THIS.
THAT°E1 GHOST 'AIM; 014
(5) Language switch between sentences in the same s.,eech turn

'THIS
WHICH ONE HAS THE ERASER?
=ELLOW DOES WELL, WHICH NE HAS THE ERASER?'
'NO. I'M NOT.
Lib WI riNii :1134.
NO, I'M NOT.
I WILL WEAR WHAT I WILL MAKE LATER.:
olik

g 2 isitq.

'I TOLD YOU.
14 W viorr 14 14 :I 647
101D YOU.
SHALL I TELL THE TEACHLR, SHALL I?'
HE CANNOT DO lT.°
'MY TORN.
grrt.
01
MY TURN.
I

5.1.3

Korean
(1) Child forms

Child forms here and in the following sections include lexical items
in stigmatized variant pronunciation;

haracteristic to young children's

speech, and alternative lexical items : sed only by children.
ElllEi.

(0101)

'WON'

Vi.

'BOUGH'''.

W

(2N)
(NV4)
G1NT)
(2W)

:Flit

cwin)

'FOR THAT REASON'

QM

(gral)

IBLCALMI

1174.

a

'IN lAus MANNER'
'THEN'
'3OE.1 '
01.'

orphosyntactic_characteri:tics

(2)

Apparently, JA's proficiency in Korean is highly advanced. No errors
Omission of noun case
on the form of grammatical morphemes were observed.
marking particles and postpositiOils was frequent, but all of them were
acceptable.

:10

:";!.

L)

JA used the following complex sentence with ease.

11

'01

01Wo.

COUW,L,

I

MINK IS-F Z_INV

(IIEFORE) r DNAW A PICTONI.'
'DON'T BOTHER ME, BEFORE
Pflq at. 4°i 141

(PUNISH) YOU
r11;';

V5

^P

1'/Y

11F YOU CANNC)I WR111

I

IT IN 1NCI]:

WkllE IT IN KOREAN.'
01:z

N

Ve7,121U 114 74L11

KELL

°As ir HE WERE TRULY

COMPETENT, HE BRAGS ABOUT HirisELr.'
et FEEL SO GOOD THAT
WoLt 'Ito! fotii Kam Ct R:121.4.
EUEN MY BELLY BOTTON LAUGHS.'
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5.1.4

Summary

JA acquired most basic Simple declarative sent..:nce patterns in
English and their negative, imperative, and interrogative coup erparts.

Although the sNence length was rather short, hardly exceecrng five
words, most major sentence constituents were in place in an/appropriate
order.

However, with the exception of some frequently use4 irregular
forms, such as irregular past tense and personal pronount, the use of
noun and verb inflections and some other grammatical TOrphemes was
extremely unstable. JA's Korean seemed to be at the/level expected of
a child of his age.
JA used utterances in mixed 1 nguage very often,
the most common type being the Korean sentence with an English noun
insertion.

Table 8 presents a summary of data/given in the three prTcling
Sections.

6c)
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Table 8.

Summary Table (JA)
[OMUTA

CHARACTERISTICS

DATA_COLLECTION

4

--

-1449131; 90 *tsetse; classroom

Caw durat4-crAL2-1-ace-

Ian

a

PERSONAL

9;8
Months in US

,

11

Month' Ih-U-S-4thei01

ENGLISH

(

3.20, Stage III

Le_g_gown's Step

_4_t14___

Article 'a'

ArtiCit 'the'

1

8/14

Possessive

1/4

Plural

2-/4

' -s' -or '-es'

_-

_

to. In, around, at, with
21/27

Co ula 'be'
-i1-4.14r---'44-!--

6/18

Pr-ressive '-in-'
--- 3-rd person Verb 's' or '-es'

Past tense!

'

Modal auxellary

and, becauce,,All_.__w_

Connector

Odittion___(4) ____

Sub ect omission (3),-ob

--am-i-si-kei--

(be; do_;_can; mey, m111) + Subject; whit, whiclt;__Vhste;___how

uestion

(4)

can, may, could; atiAlL

gonna; wenn.; gotta, have to

--Semi-medal-

_N--.--

1/2
___gaguIar (0/0), Irregular (8/9)

.-

(be, do, can, vil -l)

-.-

t

Im-erative

V4_14.4 Don't

COrlex sentence

(said, thial,-,_Astml_4,_soun_clemes

NIXED-LAN-GUAGE-----------kbreen-

Pro-rtion of s-each turns
kor. utter.-with -Eng, nouns

Eng. utter. with Ko .

" With Ksr: clause

Neutral-u-t-teronces--

17%

SIX

verb, 47 ; adjective; 4%; others. 12%)

" with other Eng. words
4A-With-Erig-.--elleSt

Mixed

0%

I%

-14%
5%
8%

KOREAN
1..)

VIMMi6iM-AAAJ

.

Non-standard lexical form

No error observed
11-usso-fomi-forti with Croce of bob
No error observed -

Verb affix

ror observed
see Ira

-

creel- used
Wbrd order
Nerairlfiti

inletht

-Alo-arror-Obiereed_

No error observed

Number of correct uses/number of obligatory contexts.

(Jo

talk.

#
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5.2

AN (1st -gratteg-i-r1- from-Family LA1)

The following speech data are from a three-hLir tape-recorded
session of classroom activities in which AN took part.

he recording

represents nearly an entire school day, excluding only the two recesses
which totaled about 50 minutes.

In the first two-thirds of 'the

recording session, the children were engaged in reading and language
arts; the rest of the session was spent on math.

AN seemed to be

extremely quiet in the classroom.

5.2.1

English

Structure

Definite
Article

Correct Use
I

found the one.

Errors
(none)

Plural

How many syllables are in
'magazine'?

(none)

Preposition

How many_syllableS are in
'Magazine'?

(none)

And_

I

go -like thit.

Look at Aesoo._
She is making fun of me.
COOL.a

I'm finkshed.
1'm ready everything.

rot gonna (be) your friend,

How many syllables are in
'magazine'?
It's mine.

Where is my
That -'-s

.

.

.?

'0.'

That's my funnys paper.
That±s yours.
Auxiliary
'be'.

em not gonna your friend.
Because they are making

(nonu)

fun .
She -is making fun of me.

Progressive

Because they are making

(none)

fun
She is making fun of me.
3rd Person

(none)

She say(s), "yes."
Tambora .
want(s) some
fighting.
.
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Past Tense

I

told y66.
found the one.

I

gave thern.

I

Finish(ed).

Finished) all.
I

pass?
read your book?

Modal
AuXillary

Can
Can

Semi-modal
Auxiliary

I'm not gonna your friend.

Connector

go_like this;
And
Retause they are making

I

I

I

don't (=didn't ) even say it.

(none)

Tambor

*and want some fighting.

fun

Elliptis &
Omission

Me, too, (I finished it,
too.)

Can 'I pass (my turn)?
(I) finis'-.(ed) all.
I

Question

gave them (to you).

eart_i pass?

Caa_l read_your book?
Winere is my

.7

Row many syllables are in
'mag

ine'?
.K.?

How about
Negation

I'm not gonna your friend
don't care.
don't even say it.
I

I

Imperative

Look at Aesool
Let me see.

S

(none)

.$
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5.2.2

Mixeti_langu!2e
.

(1) Korean utterances with English noun;

'THEN TEA.GHER SURELY Wt1.1.

-TEACHER =II! 421 4Mut. 221

GIVE IT TO US.'
CRAYON SIM?
lia0142 CRAYONOI

'WHO PUT THE CRAYON OVER LlgieE7
3A [GUM PLAYS WITH THE
0142.

CRAYON LiKE THES.'
0,

ttf

13MI

en! 4 Cf VM.

')

lADIL.'
till' N.

LIN FUNNY

FUNNY SCHOOL.
42Y01
MAIN
MATH lIME.'

'HON'l 1OUCH MINI

.

!oil.

KNOW HOW TO USE 11IF

'1

Wilt.

COM(

17MI

(MY)

BACK IN 1HE

(2) Korean utterances with other English elements

M3I

'miss r. YOU .0.0.,;!4

Pi RN CHECK V 20{!...

THIS.'
OKAY. 2N HELP oil
Naol* Cf FINISH 20017
rett RIGHT. RIGHTOP;
1171

471 tOMILI,k

Ii tV IlL

"OKAY, I'LL HELP YOU ON -;1-IPT
'HAS HEESUNG VINISAED ET ALL?.
'HE IS RIGHT, RIGHT.'
'SHALL I ASK FOR IT.
ACK?

BLACK PENCIL 7'
OH, NO, 074* 'X' q? :f014, NO, IS IT ALSO 'X'
'OH. NO. I KEEP-WRITING
OH. NO. 'LP ItTt NU MP!.. 41;
'M' FOR 'N.'
'OH; NO. I KEI P MAKING MISTAKES.
Ilf! ENO=
OH; NO,
' ?EE? THIS OWl CUTS SETTER.'
SEE? olfA4 cj 2 E.
'WE HAVEN'T DOFE
201.
rile ma WALKING§ 4 e
WALILtNC EVEN ONCE !'
T.!

66
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(3) English utterances with other Korean elements
.

I THINK lipf

r

I TII ENO: THAT HE DID

.10

(4) Neutra l aria others

.1

RI APING -13111'.

;11:14.

I

Sl UFFY.

L:FI

N

3.)

\\.1 3 Mi

It ACM

w

of

G0Ii

711,

t:I I ?

void.

.

911 ACII 14,

Goti.9
'RIGHT, SI I ?

1 AM. E..

. .

OCHER,

1 Alsi l

I KNOW ONE MORE( aq r!..3tim
I WILL OE DONE SOON.
"I WO

11

9

Cf

1 IME t; SEVENe TWI*N1 Y ONt .

9

.

WO TIMES t;i UI N

Korean

(1) Child forms

V-.110f. .
."7901.

(VI luf )
<67100

i0121,21°91

(Sur MIT li)

112101P1

(W2Il1 if )

nct

<712101r1)

211

(01711Art)

4.711

(27:74)

--IE
ofgElt

'

I KNOW ONF: MORE.

1 14E NlY ONE .
5. 2 . 3

.

9 I 'LL TELL HER.

I ' Lt. USE IT.'
'WHILE GOING AROUND'
"WHEN I ASK r o R IT'
'

TilFRF '
'HI RE 9

(7.21ti )

9 IN THIS MANNER*
9 ) I- SG'

(1:11i-Dig )

9 AtIN'I 1E 9

7 r;

Inappropriate Epenthesis

(2)

go

RE- M

REb

CP)

' ArrKR READING'

F(

:45!2

I AtICH'

' LAUGHENG'

%,

A

(3) Incorrect morphological forms
Pronouns:

Lpi

(UM)

' )=

'YOU-!3'

QM

(i44)
(HIM OR IlL1!)
(IIIM OR 14.!!)

'YOUR!:3'

QM nil

)

'MENCI
sc EssoRs

(14 MI)

Progressive:

%EC'

(a4

I)

'READING '

Causative:

(tMW)

.INN

T

(SOMILONL) DRESSED'

(4) Honorific forms

The addressee honorifics_is well developed.

There was no occasion

requiring the use of subject honorifict.
(5) Complex sentences

'WIlHOW7 MAKING ANY
:4EE
KLAD FIRS1 AND THEN YOU READ NEXT AND
(IN READING, LEA'S TAKE A BURN ONE
AFTER ANO1HER WITHOUT. MAKING ANY WIGID RULI;)'
WILL TELL THE TEACHER, IF YOU
MN EZEPHI!
I.
TOUCH THIS.'
goirrit N KuN?
'WHIRE IS THE ONI. YOU SAID
YOU LIKE?'
oNrs THAT
GLUED BI FORL
MNVM V
V2N.
="d Oft? VOM TI:1!

RULE,
SO ON;

I

3

DRI CD UP.'
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5.2.4

Summary
AN is 'an extremely quiet girl' as indicated by the lowest rate

The English sentence structures
of turns per minute (cf. Table 5).
that she used most commonly Wcee limited mainly to the three types:
(1) Subject + be + nominative predicate' (2) Subject + V + Object; and
(3) Subject + V + locative. Her vocabulary seemed to be also very
limited.

AN used mix =

utterances' about One half of which were Korean

sentences with insertions of an English noun or verb.

AN's Korean

seemed to be rather heavily marked with child forms, both in morphological
incorrect
forms and intonation. AN's inappropriate use of epenthesis and
persona' :rOrioun forms indicates that She still had to perfect
some tSic morphological skills in Korean. AN would respond

consistently in Korean to the interviewer's English questions or

recwsz to use English.
Table 9 summarizes the speech data
sections.

ented in the preceding
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Table 9.

Summary Table (AN)

CHARACTERISTICS
(-1)

-COMMENT

DATA COLLECTION------

5/21/81, 180 minutes, classroom

Date; duration a place

_

1-2)---PIASONAt-

7;2

Age

II

Ai:in-Chi-In-US

Months in US school
(3)

ENGLISH

MLU 4 Brown's Stage

2.40, Stage II

Article 14'

0/0

Article 'the'

1/1--

Possessive '-'s'

0/0

--Plural '-x' or '-as'

III:

in, at, o

Preposition

3/3

Auxiliary 'be'

2/2

Progressive '-ing'
3-rd -person 'crb '-s' 01

Past tense

' -et'

II

' -es'

irreg;

0/2

Regular (0/2), irregular (4/4)

Modal auxuliafy

tail_

Semi-modal

gonna

-COnnector

and,_ because

Omission

Subject omission (1), object omission (1)
can I, whims, how; how about

Question

--Negation

'm not gonna, dOn't

Imperative

C9mp4ex sentence
(4

like

8/9

-Csou-la 'be'

lock at ... let me see.
--Ago occ-urrence

MIXED LANGUAGE
Pr-OP-or-Oen-of 4044Chturns

-Cmgr14-0-14414

Kor. utter, with Eng. nouns

337.

Korean--(4 %)---M4xed--(-1 6-10--

" w th- other Eno_wor44----- --38%-(veth,I7%;_edl, _137__athersi_I3%)
" with En.. clause

0%

Eng: Utter; with Kor. word
" with Kor. Clause

Neutral utterances

4%
13%

ACRE AN
Morphophorology

Non-standard lexical form

e-a- title t postposition
Verb affix
_Connecto

Incorrect epenthesis, incorrect personal pronoun forma

!limy

tent for,YJA_friguenc

No error observed
Wrong couretfve :)!id provetsive infixes
Umvs-varl-aue-corOunctive-iftlX44

One adjectival Clause observed.

Complex sentence

Freely used.

word

NO_Atrot_Obillervaii

orde-r

Aonorifics
*Slash:

Addressee honorific. vell-developed, no occurrence of subject hon.

Number of correct uses/number of obligatory context.
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5.3

CG_ Clst grade boy from Family 1A2)

When the first recording was made shortly before the summer
vacation, CG was with the group of four NES Korean/English students.
Since all the students in the group including CG had been in the U.S.

less than six months, conversation among.themselves was almost
exclusively in Korean.
doing math work.

During the 40 minute session, the group was

While they were doing problems in the math workbook,

their conversation altern.ted fregJently between math and other
topics.

The followins is s*J1 exhaus:ive list of CG's utterance

English and mixed 'engage.

5.3.1

English

and-00-xed-- .3:-Louac.;e

NI::7per one;

Okay

Just minus.
My f,;(,ndi toc bad.

Y-ellOW

um-uhm;

(ye)

No;

Oh,

Radio

Your bible,

Yours is ; ;
One ghost
Whole (=all) together
How about Tamoo?
Oh; my God;
mine.

;

.

Funny Ov.
And your
Children
Dragor
Easy

.

.

.

.111ANK YOU; ANUIRC CHAN.'
nNbut CHAN.
luANK.
'YOU KNOW...CAN'T YOU DO ITS'
YOU KNOW...24 MV
'WHAI.S...NAY I GIVE IT TO THEM?'
2ct *Iv
*1 PASSED MANY TINEs.'
lI IpASS 74 2042.
'WELL...UU...(1NCOMPl.CYC UV1kNANCE).
'ON. THAT Dummy,
ON. 1 Dummy,
'STOP WHEN YOU OCT TO S.
qa.
701 nt STOP.
n

CO tc

5.3.2

NOM.'

Korean

(i) Child forms

WE OR 140

( 07-01)

'LEAUK

P.V.!0101

<01V10)

on2
Q4

(u42)
<44)

'I'LL TELL HLR'
'I'LL DO :I.,'

f."/1

(711)

nv
33
t 177114

I r

1-1WRE'

Pui wy
1- 3 1:.1 '

(nit)

'111EN.

(7NT)

'UNTIL'

( qmPIN)

'1 WON'T TELL YOU.
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Incorrect pronoun forms

(2)

LIN

(IIIN)

'YOUR G'

tin

ovi)

Li ME

Oil MS )

'youRs.
'YOUR NAME'

(3)

Incorrect negative

'I WON'T TELL YOU.

(I 724. )
(4) Honorific forms

Addressee honorifics system was well c,cyeloped.

There were two

utterances requiring subject honorifics and CG used-i_t-tOrrectly only
in one

utterance.

CORRECT:
1171
2Itt
2t1LI-.
'HE IS OUR
UNCLE.
HE VISITS US VERY OETEN.'
'WHERE IS UNCLE?'
01111 NEI zo127
INCORRECT:
(71.Z1312)?
-7-21

-7-21

(5)

Inversion of word order
CG used relatively short and often very choppy sentence:,.

Movement

of the sentence subject or object after the verb and of the adverbial
clause after the verb is frequent.

I WON'T no Ir.'
'I DID IT QUIETLY.'

'AND

2(4 t'4,
P 5214

'LEAVE 31
'YOU HAVE A PENCIL, DON'S' YOU?'
'I1 IS RTCH1 10 DO IT THAT WAY.'
?N. :IVA Mt 21.
.1 ALF;v DID IT THAT wny
:IA 2u;
WHI N I CAME HERE [ONO lIMFAG(.1.'
'Ask TLActirR, IF YOU DON'T KNOW.
vctilvt.
Wfr2

7trm Lig;

01J1.

vuni, rn

(6) Complex sentence

Li MI .1,7 40 4.

YOU HAVE TO DO IT AFTER YOU CHECK

THE NAME.'
YOU DON'T KNOW.
'IT IS SO, BECAUSE YOU DID IT TOO LONG.
'3
KNOW 1HE PICTURE WHICH IS
1171 MM VL =II MI...
HERE AND
Lin vtlurto
salampt
L1

umn.

-'nsk TEACHER,

II
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5.3.3

SumrTIPJ2t'

rG, who was with the NES group in his class when the first
observa_

in was made, obviously knew very little English.

CG's level

of Korean language development seemed to be comparable to AN's in that
he still used babytalk forms and morphologically incorrect personal
urr)noun forms.

CG's Korean was also marked with very frequent

s.eamblings of word order, mostly placing a subject after the verb.

';ese incorrect word orderings as well as frequent incomplete utterances
indicate that CG's development of Korean was still incomplete.

Table 10 summarizes the speech data presented in the preceding
sectiors.
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Table 10

Summary Table (CG)

CHARACTERISTICS

COMMENT*

DATA COLLECTION

I

-Da-te -duration S place
(2)

6/4/61- 40 minutes- classroom

PERSONAL

---Agi-

(3)

7

Months In US

6

Mdiith4-1A-US eeK661-

6

ENGLISH

MLU 6_Broun,a_scalm

-1-56,

Article 'a'

0/0

Artielt 'the'

oio_
0/0

-Possessive '-'s'

0/0

Plural '-s' or '-es'
-P-vcp014tion

WO-

CopOs 'be'

0/0
0/0

Aux14+-a-ry '-be±-123! rts s i ve

0/0

'- n7'

3-r-d- :+r rt.cm-v-t-rb-'-t. 27

',.e

'

010

*esttense '-ed' 6 irreg.

0/0

Modal auxullary

Dr0
0/0

ter-i-mogal

0/0

L.'. r4:f0:

-NOT-applicable (uttcrenrArt-twa-stly-one-word_or incomplete sentence-)-

-i-s,',

uestlon

how about ;;;

--Nelatlon

-occurrence-

Imperative

No occurrence'

NO-occurremce

Comp . ex sentence
(4)

Stagi-l-

MIXED LANGUAGE
Proportion of speech turns

English ( 32),-Korean (130t)-,--141iied--(-134)

Kor. utter.-w-ilh,Eng. nouns

" with other Eng. words

,

56% (verb- 29%; otherai 29%)

"-W-1-th Eng-cloute-

Ens.utter. with Kor. word
0%

"-W-14h-Kci-0-.--4-1-4Use

43%

Neutral utterances '
41)

KOREAN

Incorrect personal pronoun forms

-Morphophonology
Non-standard lexica

:orm

Frequent baby talk forop!

Perticle-6 poitpos-1-t-i-on--

No error-observed

Verb affix

No error observed

Connector

NO error_Observad_

7-Complex sentence
Word order
Nonorifict

Slash:

Mbatly short but vell-formed
-

Wrongorder of negation morthettus_ian_wherLuted with illgt_a! verb

Well-formed-oddreasee honorifics, unstable subject honorifics form

Number of correct uses/number of obligatory contexts.
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5.4

YJ (prekindergarten girl

frr1.1-; Fem:ly LA2)

The following description is based on the speech collected in a
picture story-telling session in the home setting, which lasted about
The pictures used as stimuli were, a few posters from the

20 minutes.

Batic Inventory of, Natural Language (BINL).

5-4.1

English-and mixed language
YJ, wio is CG's younger sister, was virtually non-English

speaking.

Sne did not use any English word in spontaneous speech.

effort to elicit Engiish wordswas not successful.

An

She did not seem to

understand simple English utterances such as 'Tell me the name in
English,' 'Could you tell me the name of this ?,'

English?,' What is he doing?' etc.

What is it called in

The English words and utterances

containing an English word that she used were 'duck,' 'pig,' 'school bus
°I,A1

,7")''11 (they push in the school bus),'

pig). and 'icecream

di_s_(le buys icecream).'

pig

d} -01-2(they catch a

She pronounced 'icecream'

as 'ahcreJm,' Which is the common pronunciation of this word by young
ch'Idren in Korea.

5.4.2

_Korean

(I) Child forms
al?

(2a m)

sxr so,

:12412.

(22N2;)

'tit

014 #.1-7-9t

(a14 111212 q)

uin IT.'
'BRING HIM HERE LATER.'

(2) Morphological forms

YJ was rather quiet and did not speak much in either language.
However, her speech, mostly composed of short simple sentences, is
very articulate and relatively flawless in morphological and
syntactic forms;
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(3) Honorific forms

The addressee honorifics was well developed as exemplified below.
01:171

HE BUYS IGEGREAM.'

119.

lt.; GOING TO SINK.'
' HE TOUCHED ME LIK1= rHys.'
'IT

rot 2C217
W 01:01

.1101

(4) Complex sentences

Ltql 01,1
BO ;1T

Int)S; 014
'rHEY MADE
Ehl
W3111 WOOD, NOW RUFF' 7r AND...'

ON xrlf

t

I.

'I'M GOING TO TELL A STORY WHILE

LOOKING AT IT'
O 44041 TF45
'I'LL
mon 111 Oil cpmi,
'I

BE BACK WHEN I FINISH THE HOMEWORK
BLEED IF AN ANT BITES ME; DON'T I?
WINT V VNifiNg.
'WHEN SOMEONE lELIS A STORY,
FORGET IT IMMEDIA1EIY.'

5.4.3

Summary
YJ was not able to speak English nor understand it.

to know only the names of a few toys she had in the home.
as good as or even better than CG's, her older brother.

SF

seemed

YJ's Korean was
YJ used mostly

simple short sentences, but most sentences were complete ,unlike CG's.

Table 11 Summarizes the speech data presented in the preceding
sections.
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Table 11.
....-

Summary Table (Yj)
COMMENT*

CHARACTERISTICS

.

CT1ON

7/1S/A1- 20 minutes home

Elate; duration t_place

rPERSONAL-5,4

Aye

--NOnths in US

6

NonthS In US-school

LP

.

0

ENGLISH

NL-U-i-lirce---

2.00;_st-age-1_

0/0

Article 'le

0/0

j

' -'s'

--C.O ula_lbe'

0/0

Avvillar

-010-

'be'

0/0

Progressive '-ing'

rb!-V-cir

--

0/0

Preposition

=

------ ---

0/0

--P-tural--V-Abt-mes'
r---

UMWAIUM"

-

0/0

Artitli '-the

Possessive

'

D/

-Si'

0/0

t irreg.

-dal-aUlullery---____

_

0/0

Semi-modal

OM

onnec -to-r-

0/0
Not applicable (Ail "'poet/1_1=0es are one word utterances.)

Omission

-Question

No occurrence

Negation

Ne oc-Turret's*

arative

I

--.0

-

-

No occurrerce
___-----No occurr6nce
.

MIXED LANGUAGE

,t4bM-0-speech-turnt
Eng. nouns
Kor. utter. with
_
_ __wIlh-Othar-Enci._ words

EngliSh (

2); Korean (

%); Nixed (

%) Data

thapprOpriat-e-tot-th-ti-

100%
0%

" with Eng. clause

En; Utter. with Kor. word
v.

.-clause

0%
.

Neutral utterances

.

.

OZ
...

KOREAN

-bsii444-

o
Mor.hophnol

lkit-indara

laxiCel form

A few baby talk forms

Particle t-pastposttlon

No error Observed

Verb affix

NO error observed

Cortne-e-ter

Complex sentence

bbrd-ordem--

-416-etter observed

Short but Irell=liariaid
NO moteble variation

0

Mbnorifics
*Slash:

Number

-Aildressee-tehbrifi-ea foImmLiimTh_developed

of vorrect uvesinumbsr of obligatory contexts.

-v
.
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5.5

SI 13-rd_grade girl-frcm

SVB:1_1

The language samples describedbelow are from a recording session
of over two and a half hours.

The activities included the roll call

and flag salute, a class discussion about.essays on their father that
they had written in the previous class, a book fair in the library and
a lunch recess.

Nearly 80% of the total 362 speech turns takei by SE

were spoken during the one-hour period of the book fair and lunch
recess.
.4"

5.5.1

English

Correct Use

Structure

Error

Is this a sticker?
How much is this with a
pack?

This is (a) sticker?
don't need (a) ticket.
Teacher,
don't need (a) ticket.

Definite

Let's go to the office.

At (the) classroom.
At (the) office.

Plural

Seventy cents.

Preposition

After school
At classroOM
Let's_go to the office.
At office.

How much is. this with
pack?

Copula

That's notyour_job.

(none)

Indefinite
Article

I

( =per) a

This 4-t sticker?

thisaisticKer?
How much it thit?
How much i-s this with
a patk?
forgot whatAt thiS
I

name.

Auxiliary
'be'

1-'m listening;

We are going to start

I

mean she (is) supposed to
.'change this.

today;

Progressive

I'm Listening.

(none)

3rd Person

(none)

She have (=

s)
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Past TenSe

foreot

fordo-t- what's this name.
told you.
See?
I

I

No, Mrs. H. told me to do
it.

That really
could but
Yes,
Mrs. H. .
Modal

Auxiliary

(none)

can't.
See?;
_I

i

You can't.
You can't do it.
could but
Yes,
Mrs. H. . . .
I

Semi-modal
Auxiliary

have to do it.
have to find Mrs. H.
You have to read tomorrow.

Connector

could but
Yes.
.
Mrs. H. .

I

I

(none)

.

Ellipsis 5
Omission

(none)

I

can't.
can't.
See?
could but
Mrs. H.
You can't.

I

I

have (it).

I

I

.

Question

.

(none)
Do you have this, Antonio?
(intonation)
is tlis a sticker?
How much is this?
How much is this with a pack?

This is 'sticker?

We are going to start
Okay?
today.
How about today?
Negation
I

I

(none)

don't know;
tonit need ticket.
dariiit need my ticket._

_

don't need ticket.
Teacher,
You can't.
You _can't do it.
can't.
That's not your job.
I

I

Imperative

Let's go to the office.

(none)

Verb
Complement

Mrs. H. told me to do it

(none)

/...was) this ;lame.
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Complex
Sentences

I mean she supposed to
change this.
forgot what's this name.
could but Mrt. H. .

(none)

I

I

5.5.2

Mixedlan-guage
(1) Korean utterances with English nouns

q N.

'GIVE ME

131-1RARY

1 H1

HOOK. TME LAHRARY

nooK.'
MN 1.3111:ARY

7/

Dpi..

I

17113.,

WHEN I GO TO

1 HE

LIBRARY....

'MY GISTER,HAS MY

4 5201 LUNCH PAIL 41i2

LUNCH PAIL.'
e Z4 fsp00N2f qbq...'wHEN I wAs EATING WITH A
SPOON FIRST....'
'WHAT'S (HE PRICE OF TYPEWRITING
TYPEM 11[4(0
PAPER?'
0171 NLW ONE q. OLIO.

CLASSROOM( w)in.
PAGE SEVENTY Lf
72 YET.°

'T1$) S 3S NOT A NEW ONE.'
'CL1 INTO TUE. CLASSROOM.'

7ft1

?!214.

'I HAVEN'T REACHED PAGE

(2) Korean L.teranzes with other English elements

'necAusz YOU
44 47 Ltrq BOTHER isigo .22M.
APOTHr7.:1NG ME.°
'PLEASE, PUT rHxs ON SOMI:UODY
l'4 CHANGE
ELSE NoW.

'SH^RE 1H3S /00D AMONG: YOU AND

SflARE
1.

'wHAT's THE WORD FOR DOING 1'AP1:7°
PLAY n-II1 1171...'WHEN PLAYING, THERE..'
TAPE aft!
FIGUAI

014

cori,

Li

nNty

'NO1 rounL, DUI THIS 3S IARGFR.

ISN'l I17'

'THIS IS CORRECT...'
'WHIN YOU SAY 'HERE,' YOHkikt- rt'IN q OF 7101.
3US1 PO IT.'
'MoYDE THIS IS YOURS.'
MAYOK. NA Li 'JO;
'AFTER I FINISH MY LUNCH.'
AFTER 4 LUNCH Ef $44,14.

017! CORRECT...

Al P1.V4,0

II

VOb 'NE O.

PLAYGROUND NOW.'

'3'M TALKING/ AT THE:
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(3) English utterances with a Korean element

Sir?

TOLD YOU

I

101.

'srf, SEU,

'I

TOLD YOU

(4) Neutral utterances

LET'S GO TO THE OFFICE' AND MRS. H VO.
TO THE OFFICE AND LOOK FOR MRri.H.'
55.3

'LE'r'tt GO

Korean
(l) Child forms
0,10t

CZP10)

tome 11

(e taMmtli)

' 3

' I

I

DO

I i .

'

'r EA ING THAT HE WOULD DE:
S OLDED.''

(2) Non-standard lexical forms

4M?

' IT DOTS THAT
P LEr's DO IT.?

(NM)
(04,7)

V1124.
(3)

(Vig2LI)

DOISN'T

11HrY SAY WE DON'T NEED 10 DO 11.

Incoi-rect lexical forms

4act

(4q)

'THEY ARE rHE SAME.'

0111tTh
.!ULVICI

("I gq)

'IT

(1=17LAT)

'IF YOU DRKAK IT,...e

IS !;TRANO!;;'

(4) HOnorifit forms

Both addressee and subject honorifits systems were well developed.

&JIG! 4R1

ZNM2M4 N12.
Mb* 4 1-142,

' IS IT DIEING RECORDED?'
' LET THEM TRY IT, TO, PLEASE.'
' LET THEM TRY IT, TOO, PLEASE.'
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(5) Complex sentences

0171 22

m tI g7IE

LI 3RANGE TICKET ;1%.

MOVE TO SOME 01 HER
I
LIKE TO SIT HERE, AND.
SEAT I WILL GET AH ORANGE TrCKET.'
Ir.-

' I

f4 VT 811* 512 Mq T2'81*

c

' YOU MAY SAYIT IN ENGLE H OR YOU MAY SAY IT
IN KOREAN.'
1171

sifPN EFe mitt 1.

' IT'S S1RANGC WHEN YOU HEAR YOUk OWN VOICE IN 1HI
RECORDING.'
ptraol CLA!;SROOMN %0121/4

TEACHERToLnusTorloIT WHEN WE GET INTO THE/
c'i.nsspoom.
Ltrmn mn-ael-7- 247

)

' WHAT ARE YOU .GOING TO DO IF YOU BREAK-- --IT?'
Slimmary

5.5.4

Although SE's English sentences were mostly simple short

sentences, she used a few complex sentences containing a subordinate
noun clause.

She al-so used a transitive verb phrase complement

construction (i.e., 'Mrs. H. told me to do
sentences were expressed appropriately.
be unstable.

Modalities of

The use of

..ides seemed to

Compared to JA, the third grade subjecL in L.A., SE used

much more Korean than English in the classroom.

Like other subjects,

the mixed utterances that SE used were mostly Korean sentences with
English lexical insertions.

In SE's Korean, there was a slight trace of

a regional dialect (Kyungsang dialect).

be up to the level expected for her age.

Otherwise, her Korean seemed to
SE naturally and willingly

twitched languages following the interviewer's language switch or
request to switch.

Table 12 summarizes the speech data presented'in the preceding
sections
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Table 12.
r

Summary Table (SE)
---COMOIENT

CHARACTERISTICS

[(-14

-DATA COLLECTION

Date; duratie, & place_

_

__-41V81- 160 einorei

9'7

Age

In-US 10+6451

Pioin_t

(3)

11

US

Month..

ERC__ISH

__MIX 1

2.88i Stage III

ri-owti'l Stacie

-

Art;cle 'a'

215

Article 'the'

1/3

Possessive=-±4'

No occurrence

Plural '-s' or

No occurrence

' -es'

after

--P*eo,:,-1--t-kwv-----

Copula 'be'

6/6

---Ai.iii2414ry-ne'

2/3

No occurrence

---3ed OtrtOn verb '-s' or '- s'
Past tense '-ed'

et; to

114-

Progressive '-ing'

Irra-gUiar_(9/5)

irre

mcidal auxuligry

can; could

Ser,i-modal

have to

Connector

but

Omission of obligatory object (1)

4-11-OR

uestion

-(be-,T.-do)

+ Sub.11

..___Itei19- can

Lo-n

im erative

t,-i4

4- not

-let" s-

(scan; forgot) + noun clause; coordinate-.enlAmoi-With 'bi.it!___

Coolplei sentence
(4)

classroom

PERSONAL

(2)

MIXED LANG-WA--,11-117sh

Proportion of speech turns

(15%)i Koreen-463%), Pl+n-elf -0-22)

Kor. utZer.-w-itn-tng.-Abuni
57%-fveTb-,

" with other Eno. words

"_wItb_gg_ clause

247..--a-dU-,

10%q-othera, 191)

0%

Eng. utter, with Kor. word
- _ " with KOr. Clause
Newtral utte-r
(5)

0%

3 --

-ancei

KOREAN
Nor-phoononology----------

---Enarrecc epenthesis

Non-standard lexical form

A few baby-Calk-forma-

Na error observed

Per-t-ItIr-i-postpositIon

Verb affix

6-non.--itenderd-lialtaI forms

-Aft-one-use-of

rogrelitve infix

Connector

various connectors used free-

Complex sentence

usee !reel!
---

Word order
Nonorlfica-

Slash:

_:1_._

-toril of honorific. well-developed

Number of cprrect uses/ number

,f obligatory contexts.
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5.6

SM (1st grade gir

from Family F-',1)

The speech data discussed bei:;-w were collected in the first two

consecutive classroom recording sessions of a total of 150 minutes,
which were conducted in March and April, 1981.
taught

in

The subject matter

t'ne first session was math, and the activities in the second

session included re.ding and lunch recess.

Like the other sessions

described above; the topics amono the children were not restricted to
the subject matter but chanr.7'ed swiftly from one to another through the
ssion

5.b.1

SM's question.:

to the teaeler were exclusively in Korean.

English

Structure

Error

-,orrect Use

This is (a) mike.
Mrs. H. said this is (d) mike.

Indefinite
Article

(none)

Definite
Article

Chirles opn. the

Plural

Eyes ,..re

Preposition

Please come to

Copula

I'm scared.
This is mike.

.

(none)

Four minute(s).
.

(none)
(none)

Is that your birthday?
Where
My_blueslip?
Who is this?
What's that?
Are you soft?
Eyes are cute.
mike.
Mrt. H. Said thit
Fatt Tente

Mrs. H. -s4+-01 this is mike.

JiyoUng puth(ed) me.

Modal

touch that.
play?
have that?
No; you carOt-

(none)

Auxiliary

..'8T)TIOt
.

I

I

Semi-modal
Auxiliary

Ellipsis &
Omission

I

h4ve_to.

have to;
No, you can't.
I

Don't take (it).
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Question

ozy?

Is that your 13 i t
Are vou so:-t?
play?
Can
:ave that?
Can

(none)

I

I

Who !s this?
What's that?
Where is my bluelip?
Neoat7on

Not Miss Chee, Mrs. Ghee.
!c.)t
there, here.

(hc.oe)

Do riot say 'here.'
Don't take.
don't know.
1

cannot touch that.
YOu Can't.
Nothing there, noZhing!
I

No.

(none)

Imperative
Line up.
°lease come to
CharleS, open the
Don't take.
DO not say 'her-e'
Let me see.
Nothin,' there; nothing!
(Don't put anything there!)
.

Comple*
Sentence

said this

.

is mike,

(none)

5.6.2

tlied lahOubge

(1) Korean Jttrance5

Ji English nouns

-EL1VEN 0 CLOCK01 urlt.
Li SPOON NUMBER likint?

CAME AT t L.EVTN O'OlOCK.'
'WHAT'S THE NUMBER ON YOUR
'HE

SPOON?'

'DO YOU WANE A nLuE SLIP?'
pAPLR
VHE PAPER,'
PLI
OR1IN
'AND
DON'i HAVU GREEN COLOR.'
C.RANCE YELLOW qv 47?
'CAN
USE ORANGE YELLOW?'

Li BLUE !;LTP

-;jEal?

If

I

I

'71

111

IIi

f7f

71*

.01-4

W110fi
Nnmi HAS
ONI , -.WO,
THREE,

DO ONE, TWO,

'YOU NAY uSE ANY ,::010P
IN 11..

/4`,

HI til.

!MIR,

PAC:,

mripL

'r'm GOI NG

i0

011k PAGE!;.'
'MAY I BORROW THC ORANG4.. COLOR?'
or,4 YELLOW O1LILI?
.1SN'3 THIS YELLOW?'
LEMON yu-LLLow-i- Ems'?
'mny I USE LEMON YEllOW?'
271 BLUE VTOLET()t.
'IT IS BLUE VIOLET;'
PUR,ILE,
'RIGHT. ruRrLF.
RIGHT?'
0Q-ANGE

THIN

TIIL C1

;22,T- 4?

fl1 x(4

'TUFN PCT EIGH1 OM

L,-11=1-1-r.

NUMPER SIX.'
'TH
THR:EMn2[ TWO oti;
PUT rpo Oh mUMBER THREE.'
EICHT117
t-I.T
'IT'S EIGHT.
FOUR PAGE olqw,ytr2oi.
'1 HAVEN'T DONE FOUR PAGES YET.'
21.3E

I

!!0127
'DO YOU SEE THIS FIVE?'
LIZ ORANGE SLIP ?M.
YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE AN

op-i FIVC
1.1

ORANGE SLIP TOMORROW.'
24y 4 FIRST GRADE L4112-101.
'ANYWAY,
WHEN I WAS IN THE F-IRE;T GRADE.'

DID IT

'WONHEE IS IN THE TH3ND GRADE.'
'THERE WOULD 3E NO RE:ESS.'

EINL 1NIWD GRADE 1;1E4.

RECESS Z01.

I
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(2) Korean UttEranteS With oth-er English elements

VON'T EAT YKT.
'WAIT
'HIXIINGi YOU PU!.3HEr, TOO.'
PUSH VEIN.

WAr'r

z101.

ofq

PUS:4 M.

114'

? N V Ur

1.1c

ALBERT',

4!"

'YOL KEEP PUSHING ME!'
84.

I

RIDE

L .

I N r

TOO;

'ALBERT, CAN YOU RIDE

r JOI?

th.:

riti<E71

r

ONL Plt. TWOI- THkI L 117
]1?'

ONK PLUq, THREEI^ THREEII?

tnN'T IT?'
LINO flOI MINUS XXXI
c:47-

tur ;

M] NW; XXX?'
our

WO 1S iHNLE,

PIU

'ONI

'ONE

F

'WHA1.5

JF.1

THREE

C!i

THREK,

/I RO Fit)!

riErms THAT SOME Gr.f OUT

11°14.

ri-tc!;

English utterances with Korean elements

(3)

5.6.3

MEAN 1HAT YOU WRI1E

mErIN `1H-FE'

I

Korean
(I)

Child

'illflOI.

-7S

CL-1 :.1. PIOI .

DO I..'
!;AY YOU'LL BE

':'Ll..

)

't

!I1P1f!2M

OnVit! dol,

ZE

(:22114)

Cel

(2:4)

)f- f.0....
'IN fliCS MANNER'

011;47.1

(0/111)

'UNTIL NOW'

3C01.1)3.

(2) Non-strd lexical forms
01774

EVIT

M4.

t

(0171 tl)
(01.T

(8fIt.)

-1=

!Voi)

'Ailfk DOING THI.
COULD TELLIT.'
CT'S DO 1T.'
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Inappropriate epenthesis

(3)

' YOU KNOW IT; DON'T
' 1HiY ()RI_ THr snmE,

mauf)

wvior.

(if117)

J7'
A

ZN'T THEY?'

Incorrect form of personal pronoun

(4)

SM uses mostly correct pronoun forms.

YOU

(147f;

1171.

Only one error was observed.

C) Honorific forms

The addressee honorifics is 4ell developed:
where SM needed to use subject honorific,,..

There was no occasion
addressee honorifLcs are

as f011ows:

PFICE
0/4(0'lLACHFR; DON'T WE_ DO
PAGE' 10DAY7'
91 ^1! 21417
'DO I WRITE TT THIS wns,?'
(4119.
'.a.'
51

HA-1

(6) CcimPlex Sentences

AN 21,

WHEN

1-114

I

WI-:NT

ONLY YOU

(1121

1-1

!

1'11-

TO YOUR HOUSE 70DAY, YUO MOTHER !;rit
41) ME
C
(JLD Enr rHis.'

N
mil. 7g47
(17WHEN I L'ATF: THIS; IF TI:' RE IS SUCH A THING. DO
I tcnuE A SPACE HINE?'

a1,1

7,JL

Qt!

Itt?!TAI T4 211A WIT g?Ti"

:q0114.

' IF YOU CO TO SOMEONE ELSE NOW.
ro You.'

HE! WOULD GIVI

IT

31

5.64

Summary

SM's E glish sentences were short and uncomplicated, rarely
exceeding four words.

Since there were hardly any obligatory contexts

for the grammatical morphemes of interest to Lis;

assess her ability to

cr,,

them;

it

is difficUlt to

Although SM used :..71glish utterances

often with classroom peers; she would refuse to use English when asked
by the bilingual researcher to .witch to English, perhaps due to her
lack of confidence In communicating in Entiish.

SM's mixed utterances

were; like those of r..ther children, mostly Korean

lexical insertions.

Li':e her older sister (SE); SM has 3

slight trace of tha Kyungsang dialect in her Kbrean.
was nothing unusual

ntences with

OtherWite, there

in her Korean and she was perhaps the most verbal

when z'ne spoke Korean.

Table 13 summarizes the speech data presented in the pr.ceding
sections,
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Table 13.

i.urnmary Table (SM)

-thAAA:-TER4STFCS
(1)

C0i-MENT

DATA COLLECTION

Date, duration g -0464-(2)

1/26 4L-4/23481-t,154 minutes, classroom

PERSONAL

At

7.4_

Months in US

11

I

)

Months in US school
(3)

--ENCL1SH--

1LU g Drown's Stage

2;56, Stage II

Article 'V

0/2

Article

0/0

the

Possesf:ve '-'
---Plural

0'_0

'-s' or '-es'

1/2

-

Preposition

NO,OGCUZT/M-C4
9/9

E--topuTa-'-tre'
Auxiliary 't,f'

Progre.*'

e

0/0

1.4n9.

0/0

jr,. person verb '-s' or

Past tense '-ed' C-

-es'
-

---Modal auxulierz
Se-' -modal

Conne

can
_have_ _t_o_

No occurrence

r

t

0/0
--1-r-re-g---(1/1, said)

Omission

Omission of obli.;

es-t-Lbri

Negation

,-..bjenr

be

can) + Sub ect. who

go

can

Imperative

V

Com71ex sentence

said

(I)

%eget- where

+ rot

DotrLti Let me Esc

noun clause

W ,,:x:D L%NGUAGE
Proport:on- of speech turn'

English (14% ), Korean (600; mixed (262)

Kw.: utter: with En.. nouns

697,

w41-01- other

Eng. Awards

" with E. clause
Eng -ucte-r--w+th-Ko,-,-word

" with Kor. clause

2$

(verb, 1b.; others,

177;)

07,

_____S%

07

Neutral utterances
(5)--KOAEAN-

Morphophonology

Incorrect epentlieiii_,_Ltitarsect per-a-;

Nen-4-te-nAard-1exica1 fo-rm

A few baby talk forms and non-standard foino

Particle g postpositfon

No error observed

Verb affHi

No-ur-ro-r-obse-rveA

---Cons-ctor
,--

1:sed a.-roriate forms when needed

Complex sentence

'.sed ftevIy

Uord-orde-r

No error observed

Honorific'

Ac'`-

o'Slatth:

honorific veil- developed

Number of correct uses/number of obligatory contexts.

9

-..mnoun form
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5.7

f(-.

(ls

UP',

T'irSt .trci recording sessions

The cita
(March and April 1; - ;1i

the classroom; v.lich totaled 150 minutes.
language arts and lunch recess, and th..

The first session

second session included a math class and a morning recess.

F.rglis:1

5.7.1

Error

Correct Use

Structure
Indefinite
Article

(none

chaelet is (a) liar.
And he is (a) liar.
It't *4 funny.
it's *4 recess.

Deinite

Oh,
can't get to
the . . .

I'm not scared (of the) doorm7-,.

I

Article

I'M gonna get the hamburgers.
Possessi

e

(none)

This is my teacher's.

Plural

(none)
There is half boys- and
girls.
hamburgers.
I'M gonna odZ

Preposition

l_can't get to the

.

.

(none)

not gonna go__w_l_t_h you:

Why you playing like that?
He said VC,..J can play like
that

Copula

11-tti not scared doorman.

1±m cold; cold.
This +s mine.
Thisls- my t'i=cher's.

Charle51sliar .
Ahd he Isliar;
not mine;
That-'s too easy.
It±s a funny;
It's a:recess.
ICS_ okay.

There is half boys
and girls.

.

.

(none)

Aux:Iiary

I'm gonna get the
hamburgers.
I'm not gonna go with you.
And there he is cutting
_(into the line).
'Tis working.

Why

Procressive

Why you playing like that?

(none)

are

you playing

that?

'Tis working._
And there he is cutting.

PaSt Tense

Teacher* he said

I

He said yon' can (4could) play like

could

that.

play -it.

He said you can play like
that.

MOdal

that.

'reacher, he said
play it.
can't.
Oh,

Semi-M0Jal
Auxiliary

(none)

He said you can play lik.!

Auxiliary

I

I

cOdIP

Can't get to the

.

.

(none)

I'm -gonna get the
hamburgers.
I'm not gonr_a go ..;ith
you.

No,

heve-to stop here.
dcn't antra oft=
And
I

I

Connector

.

don:t like chi
because
There is half boys and

(lone)

and
don't .?-;anna ploy.
Charles is liar a7.:j
i

cuttings, dumbT
And he said you can play
like that and he's !ar
and then he is cutting.
EllipSis &

can't.

(none)

Omissic,n

Question

Like thit, ckay?

Why (are) you ^layin like this?
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'egation

(none)

like this one
because .
don't war'na play.
And
dan'A know.
don_Lt do 4iis one.
Don't go;
Christina; don't tell.
Don't do it.
I

don-' -t _

.

.

I

1

1

I

cr't.

can't get to the .
Oh;
gonna get the
I'm gers.
Nc
of gonna go w 7h
I

.

scared doorman.
It's not mine.

Impetive

See it.

Carle here.

Shut up.
Don't go.
Don't do it.

Complek
Sentence

Teacher, he said

I

could

play it.

He said you can play like
that and he is liar and
then he is cutting.

(=Look at that

)
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5:7.2

Mi-)4-t-id _language

(1) Korean utterances with English nouns

OTHERS /1 YO R 2TNAS 1.1
1.4

'OTHUN

'TEACHER SAYS SHE LIKES MY

PICTURE ilLc!lq;

HIPPOPOTAMUS 1314.
2.1in4 MONDAY Zai.

At; WCLL

::RAW

ui

STAY 11'S A HIPPOPOlAMUS.'
L.-irS MONDAY THE DAY BEFORE

'IT

YESIERDAYei
TUISI)AYM WEDNESDAYO?

T. lUiF.DAY OR WINFSDAY?'
cnwRY THIL; LIN111 LUNCH?
LUNCH
i
GO DURINO THE LUNCH TIME.
opag.
'THE SUN Lc OKS STRANGE.'
01,1 MICOPHONE010.
'THIS IS A MICROPHONE.'
TEACHER7f 0171 PIII 7.012:
'A TEACHER SAID I SHOULD
NOr WEAR THIS.'
c: COPY CnT7FR PfANOli:U711R
'THIS GOY I!.; ALO
A COPY CATTUR PIANUTIU111R!'
fuRN?!I 114 TURN 011?711.
'iry!-3 MY rURN Bur mil: SAYS
IT IS HER TURN.'
KOOM liN0411.
'AT ROOM 1IN.'
ROOM Ewo (4501
'THI:RE IS NO ONE FROM ROOM
Lf lUNCH r

'IS

'rrly

kilseT

1

rwo.'
(7°

Korean utterances with other English elements

THE LINE
THE LINE!'

'DUMMY, YCU WHO

(401

11'S NOT MINE* 71,01V.

( :(I1

INTO

'HE- SAID. "IT'S NO1 MINE.'

(3) Neutral utterances

4. BLUF BIRD.
'BIRD, BLUERD.'
4 HIPPOPOTAMUS.
COME ON; 471' Piij U,!.
'COME
WAS GOING TO
TUPN IT OFF...'
SAID
147
rHAT MRS. H. SIAD

MRS.

MRS.

14

I

H

01.

'MRS.

H SAID,

DIDN'r HAVE TO TAKE

_1-

OFF.
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5.7.3

Korean

(1) Child forms

rg

IN THIS DIRECTION'

(OIM'-Z )

(lm)

PFN

PtV.
r211

' ARE YOU 00/Ei

cami(7)

71,0.17

1 '11

1)0

3-r.

(111flot.)

'

so,F;14.

chiptt;lo;

' oH.

atm.

(012!71)

' TO TKACH'
' Ir so...

(2NT)

SPINNING.

(2) Morphofogical forms
In KB's speech, therc

as nothing unusual

in the form of various

the omissions of particles and postpositions

gram-latical morphemes.

were acceptable.
(3) Honorific forms
The addressee hon,.

;fi-cSSystemwas for the '11Zt part well developed:

The following subject I-onprifict for6 wa5 also ob5ved.

MRS:.

H,

mAnii CIIAPL.ES
III Pi

'11.!

D oil?' 1

AND

In another utterance, KH failed t

.

H.

PLI Af.1

S.

provide ao dedressee honorific

arm.

0P1 0177

aluor?

'TEACIii

DON'T y01,1 THINK

cr

IS

%TRANCE:T.
(4) Complex sentences

MRS

H.

02M11 CHARLES A

R5.

P!1.1

COME HFRE AND SCOLD CHARLEF3.

01.0113! 44 4

R 101 4V;

HIE' L(1

H,

PLEAS-3E

OTHER KIDS PLAY

BUT HE WON'T LET ME. PLAY.'
'rEncHER. i(:ANNOT WRITE THIS
= '244;
fl2U. Lai 1121x1
BECAUSE': MY HANDS ARE TOO COLD.
*ouP TEACHER BAYS WE
-22141.
c11-1*
ci21
CO:fLil WRITE THIS BECAUSE WE MAY
WOULD YOU
'SEE WHETHER M1Hr ) s GOOD
Lim tit 11. rai?
Li
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Summary

KH, who was in the same class as SM, was markedly different from
S!.1

in some important respects.

aggressive in using English.

KH, although not as verbal as SM,
She would first try English when. the choice

was hers and switch to Korean when she was unable to make herself
understoOd in Ehglish.

In general, with the exception of articles, KH

correctly used plurals possessive, and present participle inflections:

The mixed utterances were mostly Korean sentences with an English noun
(70%).

Nothing unusual v.)s

Table 14 Su
sections.

cPrved in her Korean.

!es the ;,Desch data presented in the preCeding

E39

T.0 1 14.

umm.iry Lit) I
COMMENT

EMARACTERISTICS

DATA-MLLEMON

1

3126 & 4/23/61- 150 minutes- c1-aaaroda-

-1-4------/

Datai duration A place
PERSONAL

(2)

Age

7_;2

liOnthS In US

11

6

Months In U3-school
(

(KH)

ENGLIIN

)

3.12. Steer III

MLU 11-e-rourr1-Staje

01_2

Article '4.

0/1

Article 'the'

1/1

Iwo -'11.

Po

Pliiral_p.a. or '-es.

313

Pre osit;on

with- liis
12 /12

..ula 'be'

Auxiliary 'be'

4,5

ProgressIve '-InD'

33

rd

..--vert) '-i' or

.

Pitt tense '-ed'

i

-es'

Irrei.

0/0
Irregular 12/3)

can could

Modal ir.;i61;ery

sonnet. 'panne, he,. to

Stv-I-modal

nd:,_ ha-rause
n-ftector

No occurrence

OP;aalo.,

(Oa; do; can'

be ation

V.

lye

said . noun clause

COmfff,. 10^tence
141

not

1:1011-'t

MitEO LANCLtAU

Pro ort;on of speech turns
Re,

utte,

u;th Eng

'' w;th Cf..,'
...to, E:si

r^(1

-uith kn

(3,-(1

m';-

p

;IRV

no,e.s

wnds

0".

1^`

ClAuSe

-uth Kb,

r"-lit.

wo,4

0',

rr.

clause

71".

ele..t,a1 utte,e,te$

KOSEAs
----06c-mm-a-eual

~44$4461^Oinc!
ap.Sta.-44-.-A-1-e. ce

fc7.,+

Variation

A few Deb: talk feral

a,t.Cle A Erstpcs:r:o.n

Oc error Observed

VeO an' i

Wren-

Connector
sentence

WOrd Orde'
.

-.11Pitt

ass-f-s-e-to

-

prosreeelve infix

tot* veribus oonjuective (allies
and (subordinate cleuei.__yeas-wart-oua-iaOrdfOars
SIO after observed
odd
16411Litartmsof honorific, developed. Obi violation of

- 6/ co-rect uses/number Of Obl.ge(opi cop.'s'.('

hip^.
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5.8

JH (pre-k boy from Farnily-SLIBZ)

The following data were collected in a picture story-telling
session in the home setting; which lasted about 20 minutes.

The

pictures used as stimuli were a few posters from the Basic Inventory of
Natural Language (BINL).

5.8;1

English

Correct Use

Structure
Indefinite
Article

He make a chod=thOO train.

Copula

It's Korean.
Car is broken.

(A) car is broken.
This is (a) Korean.
He is (a) Korean.
He make (a) choo-choo train

This is Korean.
He is Korean.
is take it b8rin-a;

No; she (Ls) taking banana.
We (are) working;

Ab;(il

He

Pi-OijresSive

N6, the ta-16We work ire.

3rd Person

(none)

He take(s) banana.
He make(s) choo-chop train.
He make(s) a choo-choo train.

Ellipsis b

(none)

(She) take (carries) it banana.

He is take (taking)

(none)

Question
Imperative

banana;

Let me See

(none)

it banana.
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5.8.2

M_LA_t_oi

language

(1) Korean utterances with English nouns

V214 KOREAN;

'WE KOBE -AN?.'

'WHY' DO YOU CUT THE PIG7'
IS GOING TO TOUCH THE
'E;HE

PIGS' 4 nal?

.UMHREILA

UMBRELLA.'
DEERO 4 h17 : WHY IS THE DEUR SURPR/SED7'
.1HL POI/Cr WILL COME
POL7CIMANN 90,1 Vorl;
ARREST Us.
'THERE. A POLICEMAN COMES.
gyp) PoLccr Eq.
5.8.3

AN!)

Kbt-e84

(1) Child forms

'HE'LL FALL DOWN;'
'TO TOUCH THE UMHNELLA'

(i°1 VAN;)

11)401.

(j4?2)

UMBRELLA MVPII-t!

Incorrect morphological forms

(2)

'DEKD nNn

(1.7)

AP-7-

'

4t2i A! 7010f.

(4.72)1

I AN 3 FEG '

X 9 7PIL4=)

'1

ro GO TO OUY

Wnrqr

A
Inappropriate lexical forms

(3)

;(!Pi
I

LI

(011il.

['Pi

10

WAN1

ON

1./V!

'UNCIE.

Wi

E-;CE
( f'!i1

'f.'!*4v)

1 AKE

01 1

YOUR

(41 ASSI.S .

(4) Unusual negation
(ri2

1/4

11:0111;)

'OLCnO5t

I

DIDNYT

WANT

TO CRY.
(5) Honorific forms
frequently
Although JH used correct honorific forms occasionally, he

did not use them when .appropriate.

PI DON'I KNOW.'
'WHAT OR YES7'
(147)
37
'I DI6N'T CRY.'
(t B2N2.)
r
'IS HF A THIEFY.
42 sAtiMM7' (2 47/ Ncticilv1.)
4.

(P42.)

JH however, used subject honorifics form in the following utterance:

'MOVE THERF-2.

7142

(6) Complex sentences
1171

1111

FV01

.7

rN

I

CRIFD HL CAUSE

i Blf (ON

THL KNLL.).
4:11N PQ 11012N.

5.8.4

'1 FELL DOWN WHFN

I

RODE THE

IIKE"

Sum7ary

JH seemed to have learned some English in the nursey 'school that he had

been attending for nearly two months;

However; his vocabulary was extremely

limited and he seriously lacked the ability to use the structures productively.
His heavy Korean accent in English seemed to show h's extremely limited ability
in English.

JH also appeared to have much to learn in his Korean, including

vocabulary, complex syntax, and the honorifics system.

Table 15 LJmmarizes the speech data presented in the preceding sections.

1 Uu
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Summary Table (JH)

Table 15.

COMMENT*

CHARACTERISTICS

DATA COLLECTION

(I)

I

7/13/81, 20 minutes, home;

Date, duration t place
PERSONAL

(2)

Age

4;10

months in US

11

2 tharithi-in_itUriftm_ithool __)L_4.--

Months In US school
EN-G-LASH

(3)

MLU t 8rown's Stage

-----1-.-6-0-,-Steg_t_l_

__

_

1/

_Article '4'
Article '-the'

1)/0

Possessive '- s'

0/0

Plural-!-s' or '-es

0/0

Preposition

wa
4/4

-c-op-u-1-&-b-i'

.

Auxiliary 'be'

1/3

Progressive '-ing'

2/3

3rd person verb !-s!- or '-ii,

.
,

Modai aux-04-ar,"---___

No occurrer, e

Sem".i-modal

No occur renne--

Connector

No occurrence

Omission

0Mitsion of nbligatory subject (1)

CIPestinn __

(4)

-11/1

No occurrer

-- -Past tense '-ed' t irreg.

-

r

Why not? (only question obServad)

Negation

NO OCCurrence

Imperative

Let me see.

Complex sentence

NO occurrence

MIXED LANGUAGE

--Proport-i-on-o-f-ipinch- turns

Kor. utter, with Eng. nouns

Emgli h

i

Korean

(

% ). elmiii__44__Dale_inappropriate

1007.

" With Othe-r Ens: words

07,

" with Eng. clause

0%

En- -Utter. with Kor; word

(

07

" with Kw% clause
OZ

Neutral utterances
(5-)

KOREAN
ong_apenthesis-

Morphophonology
Non=a-tenderd le*idal form

'A few beby talk farms_ arid lexical its used inappropriately

Particle 6 postposition
____viieb Affix

Connector
Complex sentence
Word order
Honorific'
*Slash:

NO error observed
No error pbierVed
Utterances are mostly simple ittiteneesUtterentet_ere mostly simple sentences.
No error observed

.

1---Devel_o_ped_but not used frequentlY

Number of correct uses /number Of obligatory contexts.

for thil
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